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ABSTRACT
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE OUTER CRUST
OF MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS
May 1984
Gregory James Hartke, B.S., Loyola College of Baltimore
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
The intense magnetic field (B ^ lO^^G) in the outer crust
of neu-
tron stars will lead to anisotropic transport of charge
and thermal
energy near the surface. Simple models of thermal
transport in an
anisotropic medium are considered to gain an intuitive
understanding
of this feature of the neutron star crust, and
the time scale for con-
duction of a heat pulse through the crust is estimated.
These models
indicate that the magnetic poles of a neutron star
should be hotter
than the remainder of its surface. The observed X-ray
intensity of
. blackbody radiation will then be modulated as rotation
carries each
hot spot across the visible disk of the star.
Two models for the sur-
face temperature field are presented and the
predicted flux curves are
synthesized
.
The X-ray emission from two radio pulsars is
interpreted as examples
of this effect. Both the flux curve and X-ray
intensity of PSR 1509-58
are well described by a model in which the polar
caps are strongly
heated by the magnetosphere . The flux curve of
PSR 1055-52, if black-
body in origin, implies that it is nearly
aligned, a conclusion of par-
ticular interest since this source displays
interpulses.
Thermal and electrical conductivities of the
dense matter in the
outer crusts of magnetic neutron stars are important in understanding
the evolution and structure of these bodies. In particular, it is
im-
portant to know the thermal conductivity in the outer crust to
address
the questions of cooling and X-ray visibility of neutron
stars. This
dissertation constitutes the first detailed calculation of the longi-
tudinal transport coefficients using the correct atomic description
of
the outer crust of the star, in which the electrons are confined
in
cylindrical sheaths of Landau orbitals surrounding each chain of
nuclei
oriented along the magnetic field. Only the effects of
electron-phonon
and electron-impurity scattering are considered since
electron-electron
scattering is expected to be unimportant in this context
(i.e. one-
dimensional electron motion). It is found that the thermal conduc-
tivity is greatly reduced in the outer crust relative
to zero field
calculations and displays a complex dependence on both
density and
temperature
.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
An Overview
In the years since their discovery (Hewish, et al. 1968), much has
been learned about pulsars. It is now commonly believed that
they are
rapidly rotating magnetic neutron stars, the collapsed remnants of
erst-
while 0 and B stars. The existence of neutron stars was proposed
many
years ago on theoretical grounds (for the most complete early
analysis,
see Oppenheimer and Volkov 1939) but there seemed to be
little probab-
ility of ever observing one due to their small predicted
size ('^^ 10 km)
which would endow them with very low luminosities. Conservation
of an-
gular momentum during the collapse of the progenitor star
to a neutron
star would likely yield a period of rotation of a few
milliseconds.
Conservation of magnetic flux during the collapse would likely
yield a
12
magnetic field of order 10 G.
It is the presence of this very intense magnetic
field which makes
pulsars observable via the emission of radio waves in a
narrow pencil
beam. There are two scenarios for the production of
these radio waves.
In the first (the polar cap model) , the emission arises
from relativ-
istic particles accelerated in the intense electric
field near the sur-
face at the polar cap of the star. The magnetic
field causes coherent
curvature radiation which is beamed along the magnetic
field lines
forming a cone of emission centered on the magnetic
pole. In the se-
cond case, the particles are forced into corotation
with the magnetic
1
2field. At some distance from the star, the magnetic
field (which is
tied to the rotating neutron star) is moving at
relativistic velocities.
Radiation from particles trapped in the magnetic field
near this "speed
of light cylinder" is focused into a beam
through time dilation effects.
In either situation, a pulse of radiation is
seen whenever the beam
sweeps across the observer on Earth. These
pulses are periodic to high
precision due to the large angular momentum of the
star. It is through
the study of these pulsars that much has
been learned regarding neutron
stars and their magnetospheres
.
Pulsar observations are a means of studying
neutron stars indi-
rectly; more detailed information could be
obtained if one were able to
observe them directly. (See Smoluchowski 1972.)
This could be done by
observing thermal radiation from the surface
of neutron stars. Such
programs have recently been attempted and will
surely be attempted again
in the near future. This thesis attempts
to provide a framework within
which these observations may be understood.
Chapters I and .II consider
'
simple models of anisotropic conduction in
the outer crust of a magnetic
neutron star in an effort to roughly
predict the surface temperature of
a star. Chapter III details two simple
models of the surface temper-
ature field of such a star and applies
the models to X-ray observations
of two pulsars from which the received flux
may be due to thermal radia-
tion from the surface. Chapter IV
provides the first detailed calcula-
tion of the electrical and thermal
conductivity in the direction of the
.gnetic field for the magnetic metal
believed extant near the sur-
ma£
face of these stars.
Thermal and electrical transport
coefficients are important in de-
3termining the structure and evolution of any stellar
body. For neutron
stars, knowledge of the electrical conductivity is
necessary to calcu-
late the time scale for decay of the relic
magnetic field. The thermal
conductivity (or equivalently the conductive opacity) is
necessary as in-
put into cooling calculations to obtain the
temperature field of the
star as a function of its age. In particular,
one can determine from
the expected surface temperature if a neutron
star is expected to be
visible by thermal radiation from its surface.
Transport coefficients for the conditions extant
in neutron star
crusts have been calculated many times. In
the limit of zero magnetic
field (B=0), these include the calculations of
Lampe (1968), Canuto
(1970), Solinger (1970), Kovetz and Shaviv (1973),
Ewart, Guyer, and
Greenstein (1975), and Flowers and Itoh (1976). It
was expected that
such B=0 coefficients would be adequate for
cooling calculations of
neutron stars. However, there is currently
interest in the extent of
inhomogeneity of the surface temperature field
of a magnetic neutron
star. canuto and Chiu (1969) have calculated
the longitudinal elec-
trical conductivity of a degenerate, relativistic
gas of electrons in
an intense magnetic field. Canuto and
Chiuderi (1970) have calculated
the transverse electrical conductivity of
a degenerate relativistic
plasma of electrons in an intense magnetic
field (B ==10 -10 O .
However, these works do not take proper
account of the equilibrium
state of matter expected near the surface
of a neutron star. In spite
of the interest in this problem, there
have been few attempts to address
it.
The launch of the Einstein Observatory
(HEAO-2) provided X-ray
4I
astronomers with the first realistic opportunity for the observation of
thermal emission from the surface of neutron stars. It is believed that
neutron star surfaces are hot enough to emit soft X-rays (i.e. T^^^^
^ 10^ K): cooling calculations suggest that the surface temperature
should remain above 10^ K for at least 10 years and above 10
K for
perhaps 10^ years. Under these circumstances, some neutron
stars should
be detectable in young or nearby supernova remnants.
Moreover, several
heating mechanisms have been proposed whereby surface
temperatures of a
few X 10^ K may be maintained. The results of the HEAO-2
program show
two possible sources of thermal X-rays from the surface
of neutron stars:
one a point source of X-ray emission in a young
supernova remnant
(Seward and Harnden 1982) and the other a point source
coincident with
a known pulsar (Cheng and Helfand 1983). The first
of these sources
was an X-ray pulsar in a young SNR, subsequently
determined to be a
radio pulsar (PSR 1509-58). The X-ray flux from this
pulsar is charac-
terized by a very broad pulse modulated at the
pulsar period. The se-
cond source is PSR 1055-52, whose X-ray flux is
found to be unmodulated
at the pulsar period to within approximately 3%.
These two pulsars are
then the only known sources whose X-ray flux may
be due to thermal rad-
iation from the surface.
in view of the expected surface temperatures
calculated from cool-
ing theories, it is significant that only two
possible sources of ther-
mal X-rays were identified. However, these
expected surface tempera-
tures may be modified if transport coefficients
for matter in an in-
tense field become available. In the extremely
intense magnetic fields
at the surface of neutron stars, the structure
of matter is vastly dif-
5ferent than at zero field. If the actual
thermal conductivity in the
outer reaches of the star is significantly
less than the zero field cal-
culations indicate, then the interior will be
maintained at a higher
temperature for a longer period of time and
the surface will be expected
to be at a lower temperature. This
would explain why only two sources
were found and indicates the importance
of calculating transport pro-
perties in intense applied fields.
The most comprehensive calculation of the
zero field transport coef-
ficients of dense matter has been done by
Flowers and Itoh (1976). In
their work, transport by electrons both
in the presence of a lattice and
without the lattice was considered.
Relativistic e" - e" scattering was
treated, as was electron-phonon , electron-
impurity , and electron-neutron
scattering.
The best available calculation of the
structure of matter in the in-
tense magnetic fields expected for pulsars
is that of Flowers et al.
(1977). They find that the resulting
lattice is approximately bcc with
chains of nuclei aligned in strings along
the magnetic field. Each nu-
cleus is found to have one or two
electrons bound to it (for B =1 -5 x
10^2 G) with the remaining conduction
electrons distributed in a cylin-
der sheath of Landau orbitals oriented
along the line of nuclei (i.e.
along the magnetic field). These conduction
electrons behave as free
particles along the magnetic field and
are bound in the direction trans-
verse to the field.
The thickness of the crust having
these very anisotropic properties
can be shown to be very small. The
conductivity will become isotropic
once a depth is reached at which the
one-dimensional Fermi energy
greatly exceeds the cyclotron energy.
This condition is obtained for
density P » 10^ B^/^^g cu\ By assuming that the
outer layers are
in hydrostatic equilibria, and
using the calculated equation of state
in this region of the star,
one finds that the anisotropic
regions de-
fined as above extends to a depth
of only . 10^ c. into the crust,
.uch
less than the expected
10^ c. radius of the star. The highly
aniso-
tropic structure of the outer
crust implies that the transport
coeffi-
cients will be highly anisotropic.
For transport along the magnetic
field, e- -e- scattering will no
longer be the dominant loss mechanism
(as it is in the zero field case)
since these collisions conserve
.o-
.entu. one di.ensionally . One
would expect that e'-phonon
collisions
„ould dominate. In the transverse
direction, e" transport will not
be
.he dominant energy transport
.ode: phonon transport will dominate,
certainly the electrical conductivity
will be vastly reduced in the
transverse direction.
The degree of anisotropy of the
thermal conductivity K .ay be very
roughly estimated as follows. To
order of magnitude, one expects
(1)
C is ..e specific .eat, v
is .he veiocit, of the criers, ,»d
Tn the direction along the
il is the mean free path of the
carriers. I
magnetic field, the electrons are
the carriers with
e
and
^
u (3)
m
. is BoU.„„„'s coLanC, P the
Fe»i energy, the .ass of the
7electron, T the temperature, and the
mass density of electrons. In
the direction transverse to the magnetic
field, phonons are the carriers
with
k (4)
C '^^ — P
m
.
^""^
1/2
V '\' {—
)
m
.
X
where p is the mass density and m. is
the mass of an ion in the lat-
tice. The ratio of transverse to
parallel conductivities is then
1 "^e/^^ y/^^ %h-ph (6)
K
, 1 e-ph
"here (^-ph^ "^"^ '''' ''''
^'"""^
'
phonon Iclttering. Using the appropriate
Fermi energy for iron (Z=26)
in a magnetic field of
10^^ G, this gives
5xl0\cm3 e-ph
Since the ratio of mean free paths
most likely does not differ radi-
cally from unity, it is seen from
Equation (7) that the intense mag-
netic field could produce a very
pronounced asymmetry in the thermal
conductivity, amounting to roughly two
orders of magnitude.
Anisotropic Conduction
m this thesis, models have been constructed
which, while unphys-
ical, are sufficiently simple to be
solved analytically and which
yield
valuable insight into the problem of
anisotropic conduction of heat in
neutron star crusts. In the first
of these models, an anisotropic
slab
8of material of given thickness is in thermal
contact with a heat reser-
voir of constant temperature. Embedded in
the slab is a cylinder with
its axis perpendicular to the faces of the
slab and held at constant tem-
perature. The slab corresponds to the thin neutron
star crust and the
cylinder to the region under the magnetic polar
cap in which transport
is primarily radial. If the flux from the
surface is proportional to
the surface temperature, the temperature
field may be found analytically,
important quantities to be understood in terms
of the parameters of the
model are the asymptotic surface temperature
(defined to be the surface
temperature at a distance sufficiently far from
the cylinder that the
thermal energy transported from the cylinder
is negligible) and the
radius to the asymptotic region.
A second model included herein corresponds
to the asymptotic re-
gion mentioned above, in which an anisotropic
slab of material is in
thermal contact with a heat reservoir of
constant temperature. This
model was solved analytically for blackbody
radiation from the surface
assuming quite generally that the anisotropic
conductivity is a func-
tion only of depth in the slab. It was
found that the surface tempera-
ture was a function of the component of
the thermal conductivity tensor
perpendicular to the slab, which can in turn
be related to the parallel
and perpendicular conductivities through
the orientation of the magnetic
field. For an assumed magnetic field
geometry (e.g. dipolar) and ratio
of perpendicular to parallel conductivities
one can generate a surface
temperature map. The temperature is found
to be a maximum at the mag-
netic poles and minimum at the magnetic
equator.
9nh.Prvational Consequences of Anisotropic
Conduction
one can calculate the results of observing
a rotating neutron star
with a given non-uniform surface
temperature field with the Imaging Pro-
portional counter (IPC) on board the HEAO-2
satellite. Two cases are
considered here. Using the temperature field
discussed above with the
ratio of perpendicular to parallel
conductivities taken to be zero, it
is found that for an orthogonal rotator
(giving maximum flux modulation)
a maximum modulation - 2 was achieved
for a pole temperature of 10^ K.
increasing the temperature or changing the
geometry only serves to de-
crease the resulting modulation. Flux
curves can be generated showing
a very broad, singly or doubly peaked
sinusoidal structure.
A different temperature structure
whose effects can be calculated
is obtained when the thermal emission
is dominated by that from the two
hot polar caps. For this case, because
of the very small caps, very
large modulations can be obtained. Again,
the flux curves exhibit a
broad, single or double peak structure.
Assuming that the X-ray observations are
of thermal emission from
the surface, these models can be applied
to observations of two pulsars.
Observations of PSR 1509-58 show a broad
single pulse with a modula-
tion ~- 5, implying that the observed
flux must be dominated by that from
the polar caps. Further, the single
pulse nature of this source and
the
large modulation severely constrain the
geometry of the source. The
IPC counting rate gives T^^,^ -
10^ K, but there is some evidence
that
the emitting region may be somewhat
greater than the canonical polar
r • ^„ TVio t-heoretical flux curve
cap size, which could reduce this
figure. he heoreti
gives a generally good fit to the
observed flux curve.
10
The lack of modulation in the flux curve
of PSR 1055-52 can only
be understood if this object is a nearly
aligned rotator. This is a
significant conclusion because this pulsar
exhibits an interpulse.
When first discovered, interpulses were
commonly regarded as emission
from the magnetic pole opposite to that
which generates the main pulses,
although since then this view has changed
somewhat (Manchester and Lyne
1977, Manchester 1978). An independent
argument based on radio polar-
ization data can also be made for the
single-pole interpretation of the
PSR 1055-52 interpulse. The position
angle of polarization shows a
linear shift through the main pulse.
Within the geometrical model of
Radhakrishnan and Cooke (1969), the rate of
change of the polarization
position angle at the center of the pulse
yields the same constraint on
the near alignment of magnetic and
rotation axes as does the lack of
modulation in the X-ray flux. This result
then supports the single
pole interpretation of interpulse emission
in this one instance.
Calculation of Transport Coefficients
Having considered macroscopic heat
transport in anisotropic media,
the next step is to calculate the
microscopic transport coefficients in
the anisotropic outer crust along the
magnetic field within the context
of the equilibrium state of dense
matter in an intense field as calcu-
lated by Flowers et al. (1977). The
results are that the thermal con-
ductivity is greatly reduced in this
direction compared to the isotropic
(zero-field) value. In the transverse
direction, the electrons are in
bound states, effectively precluding
their participation in energy
transport. In this direction, the
transport should be by phonon
pro-
11
cesses and it is expected that the thermal
conductivity will be markedly
less than in the parallel direction.
Initial estimates indicate a
value roughly lO'^ that of the parallel
direction.
The interpretation of these results seems
relatively clear. The
anisotropic crust provides a better insulating
blanket for the hot core
than has been used in neutron star cooling
calculations. The effect
should be to keep the core hotter for a
longer period of time than was
previously believed and to maintain lower
surface temperatures. In any
case, just such an effect would account for the
paucity of neutron star
thermal X-ray sources in the HEAO-2 surveys.
CHAPTER II
CLASSICAL HEAT DIFFUSION IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
1. Heat Diffusion in a Simple, Anisotropic Medium
Consider a simple, steady-state model of the crust of a neutron
star utilizing homogeneous, anisotropic thermal conductivities.
The
model consists of a slab of material infinite in extent in the x- and
y-directions and of thickness L. Embedded within the slab is a cyl-
inder of radius Rq. The cylinder corresponds to the region of the
crust below the polar cap, i.e. the region in which the thermal
conduc-
tivity is greater in the z-direction than in the radial direction.
The
material surrounding the cylinder will then have greater thermal
con-
ductivity in the radial direction than in the z-direction.
Assume that
the slab is in contact with a heat reservoir such that the
temperature
at the base of the cylinder (r<RQ, z=0) is T^, while the remainder
of the base (r>RQ, z = 0 ) is maintained at temperature T^. .See Fig-
ure 1. For a given radiation law at the surface (z =L), it
is desired
to determine the steady state temperature field
within the slab.
The heat flux q generated by a thermal gradient
is given by
q. =K..3.T W
where q. is the i^ component of the heat flux vector, q, K. . is the
^ ^
.th
thermal conductivity tensor, T is the temperature field,
S.T is the j
component of the gradient of T, (VT)., and the summation
convention is
employed. If the thermal conductivity is isotropic,
this reduces to
12
13
the familiar form
^ = -kVT .
in a time- independent situation with
no sources or sinks of heat, the
heat flux vector is divergenceless , i.e.
i^i 1 iJ J
If K is homogeneous, then
ij
K. .3.3.T = 0
(^^)
is the equation to be solved for the
temperature field.
Choose a cylindrical coordinate system (r,*,z)
for the simple model
with origin at the base of the slab,
centered on the cylinder. Claarly,
by symmetry, ^^^=0. Assume that off
diagonal terms in K.. are zero.
If off diagonal terms in K were present,
thermal flux could be generated
transverse to the temperature gradient.
This is unphysical in the pre-
sent context. This yields the requisite
equation for the temperature
field:
i-,lhh + K333333)T
- 0 . (12)
It is required that this equation be
solved in two regions:
(1) for r <R, and (2) for r >K^.
The solutions must be continuous
at
the boundary r=R,. Conservation of energy
implies that the radial
heat flux must also be continuous across
the boundary. At z =0, the
previously stated constant temperature
boundary conditions must be
satisfied. At z =L, one expects for a
neutron star that the heat flux
would be determined by q3 = 0T%__, where 0
is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant. Use of this exact boundary
condition at the surface would
make the problem analytically intractable.
It has proved possible.
14
however, to- solve the problem for the case
of a linearized radiation
law of the form - bxl z=L
(b constant), which should serve to illus-
trate the major features of the exact boundary
condition.
The continuity conditions may be written
explicitly as:
r=R,
(13)
^11
«)!!i
3r ^11 3r
with the boundary conditions:
z=0
= T-,
z=0
r=R,
(14)
(15)
(16)
z=L
(17)
,
(>) + bT
33 3z > z=L
(18)
c- -I A f^r- r <R fr >R ). Thermal conductiv
T (T ) is the temperature field for
r < Rq (,r k^; .
ities are given by ^^^^^"^ ^nd K^^'
' (K^^^
components, respectively of the thermal
conductivity tensor for r<R,
(r >Rq). These conditions are to be
impressed on the solution of
(<) (>) and ^33^'^), the 11 and 33
^11 7 3?^" 9r) + "33 g,2
(19)
and
'^11 r 3r 3r^ 33
(20)
^- „^ ciQl 3nd (20) leads to the
separations of variables in Equations (19)
a UUJ
solutions
:
15
00
T =e +e,z +e„ Inr + ! (a(k) coskz +B(k)
sinkz)lQ(A<kr)dk (21)
< 0 1 ^ 0
and
00
T =6 +e,z +e, Slnr + / (y (k' ) cos k' z +n(k' ) sin k' z)Ko(A>k' r)
dk' .
> 3 4 5 Q ^22)
The first terms in Equations (21) and (22)
are the trivial solutions.
The second and third terms arise for the
case of the separation con-
stant k=0. The integrals are superpositions of
the solutions of the
separated equations with coefficients to be
determined by continuity
and boundary conditions. Thus the G.'s and
a(k)
,
B(k)
,
Y(k'), and
n(k') are constants. Iq(x) and Kq(x)
are the hyperbolic Bessel func-
tions of the first and second kind, respectively.
The constants A,,
are anisotropy parameters given by
A
2
_
33 (23)
•^11
(>)
^
2 '^33 (24)
^11
Imposing the boundary conditions at z=0
one finds
% = To 63 = T,
Q^= = a(k) = Y(k') = 0 .
(25)
Thus:
To use
= Tq + e^z + /3(k) sinkz Iq(A^ kr)
dk (26)
e^z + /n(k') sink'z KQ(A^k'r) dk' .
(27)
j-^- t-he z-components of the temper-
the boundary conditions at z-L, h
z u y
ature gradient are needed:
16
3T
— = 6^ + /kB(k) coskz Iq(A< kr) dk
= e, + /k'n(k) cosk'z K„(A> k'r) dk'
Applying Equation (17), one finds
(28)
(29)
^^0
_
_
^ (30)
4V
z.
where
^0 - b
and
,,(<)
tan kL
'^33
, (32)
Equation (32) implies that the superposition
integral in Equation (27)
goes over into a sun> on the allowed
values of H^^'h given by the
eigenvalue equation
tan k^ L - - ^ % . n
where (<)
(<) _ ^33 , (<) (34)
a = kb n
Thus B(k) ->- 6^ since k -> k^ •
Similarly, applying Equation (18), one
finds
_
'h (35)
where
4?
4? o»
and
17
tan = -^ = - , (37)
n b
where (>)
^(>) =^ k^>) . (38)
n b n
Again, n(k) —> since k' —>k^^^- Thus, application
of the boundary
conditions allows the solutions to be written
T, = 1^(1-^)-^ I B.sink^^^z W^-^^) (39)
^ 0 n=l
T = T,(l - f) + i \^^-^n^^ h^'>^n^'^ "
^''^
> i- n=l
The sets of coefficients {3^} and (n^) are determined
by the condi-
tions that the temperature and the radial
component of the heat flux
be continuous across the boundary r Equations (13)
and (14) respec-
tively. Applying Equation (13) to Equations (39)
and (40), one obtains
the temperature continuity equation
,,_(!0_ll^,,
^
(3,sinkr>.l0(A<^rV-nn-^^r^-0^^>^r^V)=°
^0 ^1 n=l
(41)
where AT E T^ -T^. Similarly, applying
Equation (14) to Equations (39)
and (40) , one obtains the equation of
continuity of heat flux
K«) I A ,^<h sink^<>z l,aA'\^<' ^ ^A''\^'^'n'^h''><^''0^11 ' < n n n 1 < " ^ -^-^ n=l
n=l
= 0 («)
where l^(x) and K,(x) are the first order, first
and second hyperbolic
Bessel functions, respectively. The
simultaneous solution of Equations
(41) and (42) will yield the sets of
coefficients {P^} and Cn^}
•
To solve for the coefficients, note
that the sets of functions
{sin k^^^z} and {sin kf >z} are complete (unnormalized)
sets of basis
18
functions on the interval [0,L]. The
important properties of these
functions are by direct integration and
application of the character-
istic equation. Equation (35):
0 1
'
n
(this is the completeness statement) where 6^ is the
Kroneker delta
function,
^ n
and
L <<\ 0 . (<), (45)
Jzsink(^.dz = --^) cosk^ L .
The appropriate expressions for the
vector space spanned by the
(<) (>) (<) >|^(^)
{sin k^^^z} may be generated by letting k^ —>
k^
,
K33 33 ,
.l->.^ in
Equations (43) -(45). The cross product
between basis
states may also be formed wi the result
k(»cosk^>)L sink^^^L -ki<) cosk^<)L sinkf
L (>) , m m B
0
^n ''m
(46)
in Equation (41), may be projected out by
multiplying by the
basis state sin k^<>z and integrating
on [0,L] with the result
4? ^ ^
1 -t I ^\
11 k^^V +
m
m (<)^
m
19
n m
V^^>^rV
_
(47)
Similarly, in Equation (42). may be projected out by
multiplying
by the basis state sin k^^^z and
integrating on [0,L] yielding the ex-
pression
^(>)
1
m
Zi (>)
AT - (1 - —)To cosk^ L +
k-co^^
,^^,^,(<),, .
" n=A k^<) -k^^^
(48)
Equations (47) and (48) may in principle
be solved for ^nd
{n }. However, it is of interest
to note that under the polar cap
of
a Lutron star, the magnetic field lines
should be nearly perpendicular
to the surface. It is expected that
heat transport will be more effi-
cient along the field lines than transverse
to them, so that one should
A » Ck^'^^R )"""". The first eigen-
have A > 1. In particular assume i\< (.^^ '^q'
value . with k^ > k^ for m > 1.
Thus, it is required that
A, » L/Rq. (For a typical crust, the
anisotropic region is of depth
J. 30m and the stellar radius ^ 10 km; R,/L 3
xio'^ This corre-
sponds to A, = » lo'. in this
limit, one finds
"^11
20
-A k^^^^O
•
B . e
< - (49)
m <
so that 6 —>0, allowing the solution
to be written simply as:
m
(50)
T = T
^< 0
(>)T^^^ K„(Ay^r)T (1 -cos k; 'D- T '^O^S^
T> = T,(i -^) + 1 -^^ ^^-(7)-^--^; 777;^ ^''^> 1 ^1 n=l , ..s a; KQ(A^k^ Kq;
1
^
n
the > notation and scaling all distances by
L, i.e. writing
Dropping
z (52)
L
and
where
r = L (53)
^ L
. !l (54)
^0 L
''O L
,
_ S3 (56)
^ = bL
then 0 < C 1 1 and Co <_ 5
< so that Equation (51) may be rewritten
T
.
^(l-cosk^L)-l Ko(Ak^LQ
"^1 ^0 i (k L + -^)
1 +a
n
The radial dependence of the
temperature is entirely within the
sum term. Since K,(x) exhibits an almost
exponential decay for large
values of the argument, clearly at
some value of the radius the sum
21
term will be negligible compared to the first
term in Equation (57).
The location of this asymptotic regime
of the temperature field is
one of the important quantities to be
determined. This corresponds
physically to the region in which the surface
temperature is deter-
mined by thermal energy propagating through the
slab from the bottom,
no longer influenced by the presence of
the cylinder (i.e. heating from
under the polar cap). The surface temperature (^=1)
in this asymptotic
regime will be given by
T
>^
t7
= A- (58)
l+X
z=L
Note that for X «1, T^(z=L) - XT^ « T^^.
Equations (57) has been evaluated numerically
for the parameter
range lO"^ < X < lo\ lO'' <_ ^ <_ 1, and lO'^ < < 10^
specialized
to the case Tq=T^. The results and
interpretation of this analysis
are presented in the following section.
2. Numerical Results and Interpretation
selected numerical results are plotted
for T^=To and Cq =
1
Figures (2) -(11) for various values of the
anisotropy parameter
A = (^)'^' and X = ^ . Figures (2) - (7) are plots
of T(z)/To for
A=10-i'and A=10-3 and for X=10-2, lO-\ and 1 at
varying distances
r from the center of the cylinder.
It is to be noted that the asymp-
totic region (the region in which the
sum term in Equation (38) is
negligible such that the temperature
decreases linearly with z) is
reached at a smaller radius for larger
values of the anisotropy param-
eter, A. The figures also show that
the surface temperature inc
reases
22
with increasing X = ^, and that g throughout the slab decreases withbL
increasing X.
Figures (8) -(11) are plots of Kr)/!^ at z=L for \ = lO'^ ,
10"\
1, 10 and for A = 10"^ W'^ 10~\ and 1. Note that
the radial temper-
ature gradient increases close to the
cylinder and that the radial dis-
tance to the asymptotic region decreases
as A increases. The figures
also show that the radial temperature
gradient decreases with increas-
ing X.
The interpretation of these results is
presented below.
,
_
^33
Variations in A -
The parameter X measures the efficiency
of thermal conduction re-
lative to radiation from the surface.
According to Equation (39), the
asymptotic temperature for X « 1 is T,/T^
~- X while the asymptotic tem-
perature for X »1 is T^/T^ - 1. Between the limits C = ^"'^ ^ =^relax
where 5 , is the dimensionless
radius at which the temperature
^relax
approaches the asymptotic value, the temperature
is expected to de-
^nnnrpllv This behavior is demonstrated in
the numerical
crease monoto xcaiiy . in ocuavj.^>.
^ ,o i inrreases the slab becomes more iso-
results. It is seen that as X c ,
u . i c«t-<= laree the eigenvalues of the character-
thermal. Note that as X gets g ,
cn &
1 T - >V T are k L—> (n + b^- Thus the sum,istic equation tan k^L = -Xk^L R^ 2'
T r-nQ k L vanishes in the limit
which consists of terms proportional
to cos ^ ,
X -^00.
The results of this variation in X
may be understood in two ways:
(1) An increase in X can be
caused by an increase in K33
(and K^^
t-ri ^ransDort thermal energy
to keep A fixed). It then becomes easier
to t p
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from the heat reservoirs at the
boundaries. The radiating surface is
bound by a finite b, thus the slab
becomes more isothermal due to the
relative inefficiency of the surface
in radiating the thermal energy
reaching it from below.
(2) An increase in X can be caused
by a decrease in L. This im-
plies a decrease in the volume over
which the thermal energy must be
spread. Again, due to finite b, the
thermal energy becomes trapped in
the slab leading to a more isothermal
temperature field.
^33 ^'^
Variations in A - ( )
11
X,e n».rlcal r.s.Ua in-icat.
that as A 1, Increased, the raMua,
, , at which the surface
temperature approaches the asymptotic
rilr^ecreases. This »a, he uaderst.od
intuitive!, by referring to
Fisure (12). Kecall that at r„,„,
the surface temperature is no
ionser influenced hy the thecal
energy transported frot, the
cylinder.
A-l, the situation is as it appears
in Figure (12a). The vector
Illustrates intuitively in what
direction ther.al energy is trans-
ted from the intersection of the
cylinder with the hase of the slah.
Beyond the intersection of 1 with
the surface, thermal energy
is no
longer reaching the surface fro.
the cylinder. For A>1, the
situa-
rion is as depicted in Figure
(12h). Here ther.al transport
is .ore
efficient in the z-direction than
in the radial direction.
Vector A'
.
•
^.v direction thermal energy is
transported,
illustrates intuitively m what
.Pd that r should decrease
as A increases.
Clearly, it is expecte ^^-^^^
For
A 1
por
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Variations in =
Extensive numerical results show that is altered very
relax
little over the range of variation of Cq- Intuitively,
variation in
5q can be understood in two
ways:
(1) An increase in E.^ can be caused by an
increase in Rq. It was
not expected that this variation would cause much
change in r^^^^^.
This expectation is demonstrated in the numerical
results which indi-
cate that —
relax
of The quantity T
0 t-o
with increasing ^q.
is altered very little over the range of
variation
decreases almost linearly1 r
relax ^0 relax
(2) An increase in E.^ can be caused by a
decrease in L. The nu-
merical results indicate that will decrease
with decreasing L.
relax
This can be understood intuitively by
referring to Figure (13). Let-
ting A=l for simplicity, again vector 1 is
used in Figure (13) to illus-
trate intuitively in which direction thermal
energy is transported from
the base of the cylinder. Clearly, as L
decreases, it is to be ex-
pected that — will decrease.
0 relax
Location of —
^0
relax
The radial variation of the temperature
field T^ is determined in
Equation (57) by a sum over eigenvalues
of terms involving K,(Ak^LQ
where E, =r/L. For large values of the
argument,
_
1/2
Kq(x) (^) X »1
(59)
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Thus, the radial variations become
negligible in Equation (57) for
n ^relax
The smallest eigenvalue k^L is k^L and
depends on the value of X, but
is bounded from above and below:
I < k^L
< ^ .
So k L 1 and 5 , defined by Equation (60)
is given roughly by
3u iv^L, J-
^relax
'relax L relax
1
A
therefore
0
relax
^0^ relax
(62)
(63)
0
where ^ 0
10
L
one must have —
^0
This analysis breaks down for A^q > 1 since
obviously
> 1. The reason for this is that the
coeffi-
cient of KQ(Ak^Ur'in\quation (57) increases with
increasing n while
KQ(Ak^LS) decreases with increasing n. For A^^
< 1. the first eigen-
value does indeed choose the largest term
in the sum. For A^q > 1,
the terms in the sum increase to a maximum
before beginning a mono-
tonic decrease, i.e. eigenvalues of higher
order than k^L get mixed
into the determination of the radial
variation of T,. Hence an appro-
priate eigenvalue can no longer be chosen
for Equation (60) leading to
,
Equation (63). Nevertheless, it suffices
to
(64)
an estimate of —
0 relax
say that
AC. ^0
relax
% 1 ^^0 I ^
(65)
relax
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This result may be easily understood
intuitively. According to
the numerical results
0
Also, according to the numerical results
- T . ^^^^
relax
1 0relax
± (67)
5r
combining the results of these analyses,
it is found that
relax0
in accord with Equation (64)
± (68)
3. The Exact Asymptotic Temperature Field
Constant Thermal Conductivity
It would be desirable to obtain an
expression for the surface tem-
perature of the crust of a neutron
star using the exact boundary condi-
tion at the surface, viz. the heat
flux from below is dissipated by
thermal radiation from the surface. For
the simple anisotropic model
considered so far, the analytic problem
is intractable. It is worth
considering what simplifications must be
made in this model to derive
the required relationahip
.
imagine in the preceding model that
one is no longer interested
in the temperature profile at the
surface in the transition region
be-
tween the edge of the cylinder and
the asymptotic region, r^^,^^.
For
r > r ^ , the temperature field
no longer varies with radius,
so the
probliriecomes a one-dimensional heat flow
problem. By construction,
27
the temperature field is a function of z
alone. The boundary condition
at the surface depends on the product of
the 33 component of the ther-
mal conductivity tensor and g. Thus any dependence on K^^
disappears
and the anisotropic problem reduces to
an isotropic one.
consider a slab with constant 33 thermal conductivity
component
= K, thickness L, is in contact at z=0
with a heat reservoir of
temperature T^. The temperature field T(z) is a
solution of V^TCz) =0
which in this geometry is simply
i?I = 0 ^^^^
dz2
For a given radiation law f at the surface
(where f is the flux from
the surface driven by the heat flux
from below), the boundary condition
at z=L is
dz
dTl (70)
f = -K -rr
I
z=L
The solution of Equation (69) is
(71)
T(z) = Tg - T^z
where T^ is the constant to be determined
by the boundary condition at
z=L. Applying Equation (70),
I
^ (72)
z=L J-
determines T^.
Assume a radiation law at the surface
of the form
f = 0 T
n
n (73)
„_A rr =0 the Stefan-Boltzmann
where 0 is a constant. For the
case n-4, 0, n
^
(^^^ and (73) to Equation (72)
yields the
constant. Applying Equations (71)
/J; h
result
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n
where
and
with
^1
T (75)5 = 1 - f- L
0
r
=
(76)
n n-1
^0
, _ K (77)
n
Note that according to Equation (71),
T(z) = Tq(1 - (1-5) f)
(78)
T(L) ^ . (79)
Thus 5 is the dimensionless temperature
at the surface, z=L.
Equation (74) has analytic solutions
for n integer, n=l, 2,3,
4. These solutions are given byor
, _ A- = A- , n=l . (80)
^ ~ 1
where in the last expression,
2 e4r,^i/2i/3P ^ r/ 6 r,^ 1 1/ /4 1 . (84)
L 4 4 > 1 4. r_i (—; 1 ) J . V /
A, =- [^ + (-T-+-27-^ ] 2 ^ 4 27
oil r limit of Equations (80) -(83).
It is of interest to explore the
small T
Expanding in powers of V^, one finds
that for
29
1
P
1/n
^< , (85)
n n
the solution for general n of Equation (74)
is simply
5 = r
l/n (86)
n
using Equation (79), Equations (85)
and (86) imply that
T(L) 1 , (87)
To
Equation (87) is a result that might have
been anticipated. Re-
call that in the simple linear model
of Section 1, the asymptotic tem-
perature at the surface of the slab was
given by Equation (58), in
comforting agreement with Equation (80).
In this model for X «1,
the asymptotic temperature at the surface
was found to be very much less
than the temperature at the base.
The parameter X measures the effi-
ciency of thermal conduction through the
slab relative to the effi-
ciency of the surface at radiating thermal
energy. For different values
of n in Equation (73), one must divide
by a temperature to the (n-1)
power to keep the efficiency parameter
dimensionless
.
The only temper-
ature specified in this problem is the
temperature at the base of the
r - Wt '^'^ generalizes the efficiency
slab, Tq. Thus the parameter 1^ -
a^/Iq b
X encountered in the linear model.
With this rationale, the result,
Equation (87) is not surprising. It is
interesting to note that using
this reasoning, if one posits that
for r^«I. Equation (87) results,
then the dimensionless surface
temperature , obeys Clearly
under
these conditions, F .«r^, hence the
solution to Equation (74) becomes
n^ n
in this limit.
? - r
l/n (88)
n
in accord with the result, Equation (86),
of expanding equations (80)
-
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(83) in powers of V^.
It is now possible to write down the surface
temperature of the
slab in the limit ^
T^^^" «1. Substituting the expressions for g.
Equation (78), and for V ^, Equation (76), it is
found that
T(L) ^ (XJ,)^/-
with given by Equation (77). One is primarily
interested in the
case of radiation by photons at the surface,
for which the radiation
law Equation (73), is the Stefan-Boltzmann
relationship requiring n=4.
With n=4, the surface temperature is given by
T(L) = (X^Tq)
= (JLt ^1/^ (90)
^ah o'
^ ^
.
. 1 „ 1/4 ,
in the limit ^ << i.
NOW it is appropriate to consider the
numerical value of for a
neutron star crust. Recall that is
given by
r -A-J:- (91)U OL ^ 3
where O is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
The value L - 30m will be
adopted as the thickness of the neutron
star crust. To order of magni-
tude, this is the thickness of the layer
of matter arrayed in a Coulombic
lattice with anisotropic thermal conductivity.
For the expected sur-
face temperature ^ 10^ K and density P
-
10^ gcm-^ Flowers and Itoh
(1976) give a thermal conductivity K
^ 10 erg cm s K .
temperature at the base of the crust T^ -
kO^ K, one finds
-9 (92)
4
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so that indeed \ Y^''' « 1 as
required for this form of the solution.
The results of Chapter IV indicate that
in the presence of a magnetic
field, K is reduced by 1 or 2 orders of
magnitude, strengthening this
conclusion.
The most glaringly inaccurate assumption
for a real neutron star
crust that was made in deriving the expression
for the surface tempera-
ture, Equation (90), is the assumption of
constant conductivity. The
calculations of Flowers and Itoh (1976) indicate
that the thermal con-
ductivity varies roughly over the range 2 xlO^''
- 5 xlO^^ erg cm'^'^
between the surface at T'^IO^K and the region
with p'vlO^ gcm"^
and T'^^IO^ K. It should therefore be
determined what modifications
need to be made in deriving the temperature
field for a thermal conduc-
tivity that decreases monotonically with
radius.
The problem to be solved is this: A slab
of thickness L, conduc-
tivity K =K(z) is in contact with a heat reservoir
of temperature Tq
at z=0 and dissipates thermal energy at z=L
according to the radiation
law f =0 with a a constant. One must
solve Equation (1) for the
n
temperature field T(z) for this set of conditions,
i.e.
d ,
,
dT
_ n
(93)
k(z) -r U
dz ^ ' dz
Thermal Conductivity ^ Function of
Depth
The problem here is that the constant
conductivity adopted is
highly idealized. In fact, it would be
expected that k(z) behaves quite
differently than this. However, the
expression for the surface tempera-
ture
32
T(L) = T^'\
r - <a) _ (85)
where is the conductivity scale
length can be shown to be quite
general.
consider a conductivity law of the form
where f(u) is an unknown function
of u only. Performing the analysis
of solving for the temperature
field in the limit
TOl ^ (97)
^0
and
where now
with
Then
T(z) = T
4
.
_
K(L)
.
1 (99)
z,O.T„^ f(^) 1(f)
'1 1
^ du (100)
I(x) = J '
^1
0
,
1(0)_
^1
where
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For physically meaningful conductivities,
the multiplicative factor
-1/'^ 1
rwi) f(J^)] is of order one (it is i^ for the hydrostatic equil-
^1 ^ • • K
ibrium case, see below) and the surface temperature
is given by
K(L) T , (103)
T(L) = (^^) 0
T(L) - lO^K , (10^)
for T lo\, K(L) is that value given by Flowers and Itoh (1976)
0
for p = 1.04 xio"* gcm-3, and ^ O.IL 10
cm. The results of
Chapter IV indicate that in the presence of a
magnetic field, K is re-
duced by one or two orders of magnitude at the
surface, which would de-
crease this surface temperature by a factor of 2
to 3.
To calculate the surface temperature expected
for a neutron star,
the thermal conductivity length scale must be
known. The thermal
conductivity of neutron star matter varies with
density, increasing
roughly as near the surface in the
calculations of Flowers and Itoh
(1976: see their Fig. 8). Thus it is sufficient
to calculate the den-
sity distribution in the outer crust of the
star. This calculation is
done below for the zero field case. This
calculation would be very dif-
ficult for the non-zero magnetic field situation
because the pressure
would be highly anisotropic and the length
scale would depend on the
orientation of the magnetic field with respect
to the surface and so
is not attempted here.
Assume that the outer layers of the
star are in hydrostatic equil-
ibrium and for simplicity neglect general
relativistic effects. Then
for pressure p and density P at distance
r from the center of the star,
one has
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GM
dP
_ _
(105)
dr - - ^2
P
where is the mass interior to
radius r. The pressure in the outer
layers is due to the degenerate electron
gas (assumed to be non-
relativistic) with an equation of state given by
5/3 (106)
P = Ap
where
h^ (107)
20m^mp ^mp ^,^5/3
(m^ and are electron and proton masses,
respectively, and Is the
n>eln atomic weight per electron). With this
equation of state, the
equation of hydrostatic equilibrium becomes
dp
^ _ J.^ 1/3 (108)
dr 5A ^2
Let
r
M + / 4iTr' P(r') dr'
- -1
where R, is the inner radius of the outer
crust. For a thin crust,
M = M , the total mass of the star,
so
1
*
6M(r), (110)
where
6M(r) =
R
f 4Trr'2 p(r')dr' .
^^^^^
surely for a thin crust, 6M(R,) « M,, so
for a first approximation,
neglect this term in the expression for M^.
With this assumption, Equa-
tion (108) may be solved for p(r) with
the result
3/2
P(r) = Pgd + rQ(- - ^))
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2 ^
where p is the surface density and = —273" using this ex-
Ps
pression for the density, one can make corrections to M^, substitute
the result in Equation (108) and solve anew for p(r) . This successive
iteration scheme could in principle be used to solve exactly for p(r)
.
In this case, it is found that the corrections 6M are so small as to
be negligible and the zeroth order solution. Equation (112) will be
adopted as a good approximation to the mass density. For a thin crust,
the plane-parallel approximation may be made, yielding
3/2
p(z) = p (1 + ^) . (113)
"ith f -= JI 2/3 2 - For M = 1 M^, R, = 10 km, and = lo"^ gcm-\
one finds z^ = 86.5 cm.
Note: When the density has reached 10^ gcm"^, anisotropic effects
are no longer important. According to Equation (113), this condition
obtains at a depth of 1.79 x 10^ cm for p^ = lo"* gcm"^ Therefore,
hereafter the value of L adopted will be
L = 1.79 X 10-^ cm . (H^)
Recall that the surface temperature is T^ ^
^'^^'"'^q
"^^^ ^' ^^^^"^
by Equation (99). Since Kap^, one has
fif-) (1 +
V^)'
.
^1 1
for which f(-^) =1. The quantity I(^) (see Equation (94)) is given by
Zl ^1
i<^)=i-^ r
^1
so that I(^) = y . With these factors, the surface temperature
is
^1
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1/4
2k (L)
. ^ (117)
s
z,aT,
Assuming a surface density of 10^ gcin'\ Flowers and Itoh (1976)
give
^(L) = ^ where = 1.92 xlO^^ ergcm"^
s-^k"^ and T' = lo\ is a
reference tLperature. With this surface conductivity, the surface
temperature is
Zk^T'Tq 1/5
T = ( ")
s ^ z^O
^
1/5
= 1.51x10^-1-) y^'/^K . (118)
10 K
5 6
For a lattice composed solely of iron atoms, = 26 '
"^^anging the co-
efficient in Equation (118) to 1.76 xlO^ Note that the surface
tem-
perature is very insensitive to the interior temperature, «
Tq .
The best candidate for the detection of thermal X-rays
from a
known pulsar is pSR 1055-52 as reported by Helfand (1980)
at I.A.U.
No. 95. The temperature derived from the X-ray
data is 'x. 1 x 10 K and
is unmodulated by rotation at the 15% level.
It is encouraging to see
that this simple calculation of the surface
temperature of a neutron
star yields a value close to that which is
apparently observed.
4. The Thermal Conduction Timescale
Constant Thermal Conductivity
All of the simple models developed so
far have employed a constant
temperature at the base of the slab. It is
now necessary to justify
this assumption. Obviously the interior of
the neutron star is not an
infinite reservoir of thermal energy. This
thermal energy is lost by
37
propagation through the crust and subsequent radiation
from the surface
in the form of photons (assuming that the core
temperature is low enough
that neutrino losses are unimportant). The
assumption that the base is
at constant temperature is justifiable if the time
scale for thermal
energy to propagate through the crust is
short compared to the cooling
time of the core. This thermal conduction
time scale will now be cal-
culated. This time scale is also of general
interest since, if a heat
pulse is generated within the star, it gives
the delay in propagation
of the flux pulse to the surface. It is
also of interest to know by
how much the surface temperature would
increase for a given interior
heat pulse.
consider the slab model of Section 3 of
thickness L and with con-
stant conductivity K. For time t <0, the
temperature at the base is
Tq and the temperature field is given by
the initial condition
T(z) = T,(l - f) ,
t<0
where 5q is in general a complicated
function of
K (120)
r. =
(see Equation (83). H = 1 - Q- In the limit \ V^'''
«1,
-
_ T
„ 1/4 (121)
-0 ^ ^ 0
/11Q^ Qarisfies the boundary condition
The solution. Equation (119), s t r
4 dT (122)
q, = OT
=
at z=L. For time t >0, change the
temperature at the base to T^,
given by
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with 6T «Tq. One wishes to calculate the effect of this
discontinuous
change of the base temperature on the temperature
field.
For t>0. let the solution T(z,t) be written
T(z,t) = T^(z) + T^(x,t) , t >0 (124)
where T (z) is the steady state solution as
t -^co, i.e.
T^(z) = T^d - J)
(125)
1 1/4
In the limit
with
r
(127)
1 " OLT,^
and T (z) solves V^T (z) =0 and satisfies the
boundary condition, Equa-
s s
tion (122). T^(z,t) is the transient solution
and must satisfy the
boundary conditions
T^(z, t-«)->0 (128)
T^(0,t) = 0 t>0 . (129)
The temperature field in Equation (124)
must satisfy
dh{z,t)
_
1 3T(z.t) (130)
where
1 ^ sp (131)
with s the specific heat and P the density
of the material in the slab.
The solution of Equation (130) must fit
the boundary condition
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A, , 3T(z,t)
OT (L,t) = -K 3z
(132)
z=L
at the surface z-L.
Substituting the temperature field, Equation (124), in Equat
(130), noting that V^T^(z) = 0, and performing a
separation of
ion
var-
(133)
iables yields the following expression for T^(z,t):
2
-\ wt
T (z,t) = I (a^cosk^z + sink^z)e
n=l
where {a } and {b } are constants to be determined
and the {k^} are
n n
the separation constants. Applying the condition,
Equation (128), to
Equation (133), one finds
(134)
(135)
(136)
a = 0 ,
n
T„(z,t) = I sink^z e
2k wt
n=l
The boundary condition at z-L reads
T„ 4
OT ^(1 + Tf-)
^ ^s z=L
- ^ (^s ^V
z=L
For 6T«Tq, it is expected that T^(L,t) «T^(L).
Expanding the ex-
pression on the left of Equation (136) and
remembering that satis-
fies the boundary condition. Equation (122) ,
one finds
T^(L,t) =
4aT (L)
T
8z
(137)
z=L
Substituting Equation (135) for yields
2
-k wt
I b sin k L (1 + S V <:°tk^L)e
n=l ^ ^ 4aT/(L)L
(138)
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implying that the eigenvalues {k^} are given by the solutions of
1 + Yk 1 cotk L = 0 (139)
n n
where
V - ^ = i r (1^0)
^ ^ 37" 4 1
4aT (L)L
s
The set of coefficients {b^} may be found by using the
initial con-
dition. Equation (119),
00
T(z,0) =T,(1 -E, I) =T,(1
-E,
f) +
b^sin k^z
.
(141)
or
"
-J-
oo
"AJ.^ = Y h sink z . (142)_rp -
— CI - ) y b
" "J ^
-Q^O n=l
The coefficient b^ may be projected out by multiplying by
sin k^z and
integrating on [0,L] with the result
H,T
T - (1 - J^) cosk L(l +1) - <5T(1 - cos k L)
b =2
° "
.
(143)
m k L - sin k L cos k L
Note that the correct limit is reached for 6T^0;
->Tq, ^^^^-q>
therefore b ^0. Thus for t >0, the solution is
m
T(z,t) = T^(1 - =1 f) +
T
T^E^d - TT^Xl +Y) cosk^L) -6T(1 - cos k^L)
0 0 Iq-q
2 I k L - sin k Lcos k L
n-i n n 11
-k ^oJt
e
" sin k z
^ n
(144)
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where
= i r, , (1^5)y = 3 4 '1 '
4aLT ''(L)
s
tan k L = -Yk L , (1^6)
n n
and
1 ^ sp _ (147)
0) K
It is desired to determine the time scale for conduction
through
the slab in the limit i T^^^'' « 1. To accomplish this, it is required
that T(L,t) be evaluated. To first order in small quantities,
the ex-
pression
^1-1
^ f-, _
I r ) (148)
1 - ~ ' T = A 1'^
'
so that
(i-^)a+Y)-^ '''''
Tq-o 0-0
This yields
6T sin k L
n
^n ^^^K^ = "2 k^L - sin k^Lcos k^L
(150)
or, using Equation (146),
, .
,
, -
,T
_2^!!Vi__
,
(151)
b sink L = o 2
n ^ 1 +Y cos k L
In this limit, the surface temperature
is given by
2
00 Y cos k L -k tot
T(L,t) = T,(l - 5 ) + 2 I 6T r
^1 n=l 1 +Y cos k L
(152)
n
-1
According to Equation (146), for Y «1, = niT for
n < Y , there-
fore cos k L = (-1) • Thus
n
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Y -t/T,, -3t/T _^ -8t/T -15t/T .
T(L,t) ^T^(l-H^) - 26T^e '(1-e +e - +•.•)
_ L
where T =
TT (jO
(153)
2
Consider the plot of expected surface temperature
in Figure (14).
Define t^^^ to be the time required for the
surface temperature to rise
by AT, where
AT \ [T^(l-H^) - Tgd-V]
to leading order in small quantities.
Assuming t^/^"^^ '"""^
in the sum in Equation (153) are negligible
relative to 1 and Equation
(153) may be solved for t^/2 ^^"^^ ""^^
result
or to lowest order
h/2 ^ ^
. ^ (L)2 in4 : (156)
K TT
in the limit 6T-0, the sum in Equation (152)
vanishes, but the time
scale, Equation (156), is independent of
6T. The timescale t^/^ ^ "^^^^
interpreted to be the timescale for heat
to propagate through the slab.
This is then the required thermal
conduction timescale.
This expression may be naively evaluated
for the expected surface
conditions of a neutron star in a .ero
magnetic field configuration.
The specific heat will be assumed to
be that of a lattice of iron ions
given by the Debye model for the case
of the Debye temperature e^«T,
i.e.
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s =
^ = 4.42 X 10^ ergK-1 g-^ , (157)
where m^^ is the mass of an iron atom. Assuming a surface
temperature
T = lO^K, crust thickness L = 1.79x10^ cm, density
1.04x10^ gem ^
surf
14 -1 -1„-1
and K = 1.92x10 erg cm s K ,
. 10\ ^-T—
)'
-c
.
(158)
1.79 xlO cm
The total change in the surface temperature, AT^,
is
AT =UtV, (159)
s 4 1
according to Equation (154). For K ^
10^' ergcm°l s'^K'^ L - 10^ cm,
and T 10 K, one finds
s
,3 3
-3 ^^,10_eJ!lwlO_^ (160)
AT„ 'V^ 10 6T( i7~)(^)s
A small heat pulse in the interior is
then seen to produce a very small
change in the surface temperature.
Thermal Conductivity a Function of Depth
It is difficult to see how the timescale.
Equation (156), can be
related to a real neutron star. Certainly p
and K, if not s, vary over
orders of magnitude through the outer crust.
So it is necessary to see
what modifications to the timescale are
required for the more realistic
case of p(z), k(z), and s(z).
It has already been shown that for p
and K,
P = Pgf(x)
^2, , (162)
K = K f (x)
S
z A ff ^ - (^ + a(l -x))^^^ with a = and z is the
den-
where X = L and
f(x) - (1 CtU ;; ^1
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sity length scale derive before. It remains to determine the func-
tional form of s.
The quantity sp is the specific heat per unit volume. This has
two sources: the thermal energy may be stored in the degenerate elec-
tron gas or it may be stored in the lattice itself. For the degenerate
electron gas, sp is given by
(3P) (163)
^^^•e 2 m e„ e
e F
where p is the mass density of electrons. The specific heat per unit
e
volume contributed by the lattice is more difficult to evaluate. In
the Debye model, s^^^ is given by
= 2^ f
,
'lat m. D*- T^
'
g
3k
^
_
(164)
1
where 6^^ is the Debye temperature
with = c^(6u^n^)2/\ „^i^j^ 13 the sound speed and the
number density of ions. The function f^Cy) is the Debye
function,
given by
y X 4
D y^ 0 (e^ -1)^
In the high temperature limit.
(167)
and in the low temperature limit.
Vf)-^^^^ • ''''
y
The sound speed c^ is difficult to calculate as
it depends on the pro-
perties of the lattice. This means that the Debye
temperature is
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largely unknown. By dimensional arguments, it is expected that the
timescale is proportional to s, so it seems appropriate to use an upper
limit on s to derive an upper limit on the timescale. Since £p(y) <
1
for all values of y >0, the specific heat per unit volume
of the lat-
tice adopted here will be
<sp>,„ = a P = V
_ 3k
where s^ - —
•
0 m-j.
The specific heat per unit volume is given by sp =
(sp)^ + (sP)iat'
but consider the ratio (sp) ^7 (sp) . For
conduction electrons,
(sp)e_
^
7T^
^
kT
_ (170)
(sp),3, 2 c
For kT « this ratio is small, so sp . (sp)^^^
will be adopted as
F
the specific heat to be used in the diffusion
equation to estimate the
thermal conduction time scale.
For an inhomogeneous thermal conductivity,
the time dependent dif-
fusion equation for the temperature field T(z,t)
is
3 , , 3T(z,t)_ _ , .
3T(z,t)
. (171)
With X = f (0 < X < 1) and X
= L^"'t, this may be written
^ s
3 , 3T _ 3T (172)
_ f (X) - f(x) 3^ •
As before, assume that for T<0, the
temperature at z=0 (x=0) is
Tq. Then the temperature field is given
by
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1
TU) = To
'-± a^aa --))^ (173)
where for
^
V^^^^ « 1 with
2k
r
s (174)
(see Equation (99)), then 5^ = I-Tq^^^ The solution, Equation (173),
satisfies the boundary condition
4 dT (175)
dz
at z=L (x=l). For time T >0, change the temperature
at the base to T^,
given by
with 6T « Tq.
For T>0, let the solution T(x,t) be written
T(x,T) = T^(x) + T^(x,T) , T > 0 .
(177)
where T (x) is the steady state solution as T
i-e
1
T (x) =T,
s ^ 1
(1 +a(l -x))^ (178)
(1 +a)^
, .
.
1 p 1/4 -, = = 1 - r/'''^ where
In the limit « 1, --^ i
2k (179)
1 ' OLT^^
and T^(x) solves ^ f^x) ^ = 0 together with
the boundary condition,
Equation (175). T,(x,x) is the transient
solution and must satisfy the
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boundary conditions
X^(x,T->'») —> 0 (180)
T^(0,t) =0 , T >0 . (181)
The temperature field T(x,t) must satisfy Equation (172) and the boun-
dary condition
X=l
at z=L (x=l). Equation (182) may be linearized as before (for (ST«Tq,
one expects T^«Tg; see Equations (136) and (137)) with the result
(183)T^(1,T) =
-Y - 3^
3T^(x,T)
x=l
where Y = t . Thus, to find T (x,T) one must solve
3 ,2, . ^^T _ !It (184)
^ f (X) ^ - f(x) 3^
subject to the conditions, Equations (180), (181), and (183).
Begin by separating variables: assume T^(x,T) may be written
T^(x,T) = X(x)e(T). It is found that 6(x) = e''^^ where
-Jj is a sepa-
ration constant with > 0 according to Equation (180).
The position
equation reads
L(x) X(x) = -wX(x)
^^^^^
where L is the linear transformation
T - f2(x) ^ . (1^^)
^ - f(x) dx ^ ^""^ dx
The set {^3} are the eigenvalues of the operator
L on the interval [0,l].
Equation (185) cannot be solved in closed form,
however it is pos-
sible to estimate the lowest eigenvalue. Consider
a linear transforma-
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tion L acting on an (unnormalized) eigenvector x. to produce an eigen-
value X . :
1
Lx. = X.x.
1 11
Form the inner produce of Lx^ with x^. Then:
(x., Lx.)
1 (x., X.)
(187)
(188)
Estimate the lowest eigenvalue: assume x^ is not known, so try
any vec-
tor X instead. Since the {x^^} form a basis, x may be
expanded in the
basis states, with
X = X + I
^ k=2
(189)
Then
(x,L^) X^+X2|c2l + X c +n' n'
(x,x) 1 + c. + c
(190)
Thas X^ <
-^Y^^'
"^^^^ ""^^ equality holds for x=x^. Notice that
according to^Equation (190) an error of first
order in the trial vector
X results in an error of only second order
in the estimate for X.
Partial integration of Equation (185) suggests
that a trial vector
which fits the boundary conditions stated for
the solution of the dif-
fusion equation is
X(x) = 1 -bx -a(l -
-) ^ and b
r)
(191)
(1 +a(l-x))
The inner product here is an
1 +Ywith a = (1 -
. 1 rn il The integrations are elementary, andintegration on the interval [0,1 i- in cegL<i
with this choice of trial vector, it is found
that
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(X,X) = 1 -b -2a ^ + 4 ^ a ^^^'^^^
^
2,a-l
.An- — ))
(192)
and
(iLX) =6b[i(l -b -a +^ ((1^)'^'
-1)
+ a(l - —-—T77)]
(1^) '
(193)
8 —
„12,10 K, -1 e~^ir~^ 3s before Y = 3.82 xlO
For K = 1.92 xlO {-^— ) ergcra s K a
o r , y
^ s
^^)^^\ and a =20.6, then (X,X) ^ 3.12 and (X,LX) ^ 2.09. Thus it
s
is found
It is expected that ^ 7 > f ^""^ " """^^ thickness L = 1.79
X 103 cm and surface density of
10^ gcm'^ of iron atoms it is concluded
that
,
> 3
Vs
^2 . 1.6 X 103 sec . d^S)
1/2 ~ 2 Kg
Recall that the value used for s should
be an upper limit on that quan-
tity. It is unlikely that the eigenvalue
i estimated here is wrong by
much more than an order of magnitude. It
is estimated that t^^^ < 10
sec. This, then, is the time required
for a pulse of heat to propagate
through the crust. This timescale has an
important application in de-
termining the effects of sources of interior
heat pulses such as cata-
strophic vortex unpinning and the frictional
heating of Greenstein
(1975) .
The result, Equation (195), agrees closely
with that of the con-
stant conductivity case (cf. Equation (156)).
In Chapter IV it is
stated that at the surface, the magnetic
field strength determines the
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density. As the depth increases, the density would increase with the
magnetic field in a zero gravity situation. The rate of increase would
be very slow since the thickness of the shell of material in which the
magnetic field dominates is very small compared to the size of the star.
Actually the overwhelming weight of the upper layers of the crust would
attempt to crush the lower levels into the condition of zero field hy-
drostatic equilibrium. The density dependence should then be intermed-
iate between constant density and the hydrostatic equilibrium result,
hence the thermal conduction time scale for non-zero magnetic field
should also take an intermediate value between these results.
Reducing
the conductivity by the 1 or 2 orders of magnitude calculated in
Chap-
4
ter IV gives t^j-^ 10 sec.
By the time the temperature at the base of the crust has
cooled
to Tq = 10^ -lO^K, the region of the neutron star interior
to this sur-
face is nearly isothermal (Nomoto and Tsuruta, 1981). The cooling
time
for the star depends on the model used, but for this
interior tempera-
ture, it is ^ lo"* - 10^ years » t^i^. Thus it may be
concluded that
the temperature T^ at the base of the crust may be
held constant when
discussing thermal transport in the crust.
CHAPTER III
OBERVATIONAL CONSEQUENCES
1 . Surface Temperature Field
X-ray observations with the Einstein Observatory (HEAO-2) are
capable of detecting thermal radiation from neutron stars if their
temperatures exceed several times lO^K in the best cases (Helfand,
Chanan, and Novick 1980). A number of point sources coincident with
radio pulsars have been found, some of which may be blackbody in spec-
trum. One feature of this emission has not been sufficiently discussed,
viz., that it should be pulsed. The magnetic poles of a neutron star
are expected to be significantly hotter than the remainder of its sur-
face. The observed X-ray intensity will be modulated as rotation
carries each hot spot across the visible disk of the star (Smoluchowski
1972). Because the emission is blackbody in nature, each pole rad-
iates isotropically rather than into a narrow cone. The signature of
the process is a broad pulse filling a significant fraction of the
pulsar duty cycle versus the more narrow pulses characteristic of the
radio emission. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the ob-
served X-ray pulse shape in some detail.
Polar Cap Heating .
Within a wide variety of models, a significant flux of energy is
deposited onto the polar cap from the pulsar magnetosphere . Estimates
of polar temperatures expected from this process (Cheng and Ruderman
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1980; Helfand, Chanan, and Novick 1980; Arons 1981) predict fluxes po-
tentially observable with the Einstein Observatory and temperatures
greater than lO^K.
Such high temperatures should be confined very closely to the
polar cap itself. The thermal conductivity of neutron star matter in-
2
creases with density, increasing roughly as p near the surface as
quoted before. The density itself increases inward rapidly. Very close
to the polar cap, heat diffuses outward in all directions. However,
once it has propagated even a matter of meters, it encounters matter
of high thermal conductivity below the surface which effectively chan-
nels its flow downward and limits any further horizontal spread.
Fur-
ther, the transport of energy perpendicular to magnetic field lines,
i.e. horizontally at the polar cap, is a far less efficient process
than transport parallel to the field (Canuto and Chiuderi 1970; Itoh
1975). Thus the high temperature region is expected to extend
only
slightly beyond the polar cap itself.
The radius of the polar cap is
1/2
R =r3/2(2J) «r (196)
cap cP
where R is the stellar radius and P the pulsar period.
Thermal emis-
sion from the cap will dominate that of the rest of the
star if
ur2 > ATTR^T^ , (197)
cap cap
^cap
^ j^2P^/4 (198)
T
where T is the background temperature of the stellar
surface and
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R=10^ cm has been assumed. This condition is relatively easy to
meet.
In the case of Pulsar PSR 1929 + 10, for example,
Helfand, Chanan, and
Novick (1980) estimate T^^ = 4.2xlO^K, so emission from
the cap will
cap
^
dominate if the remainder of the surface lies below 5.1 x 10
K.
Anisotropic Conduction from Below .
Irrespective of whether Equation (198) is satisfied, a
second pro-
cess acts to insure nonuniformities in the surface
temperature field.
The stellar surface lies a matter of meters above
the interior, an
essentially isothermal reservoir of heat at a far higher
temperature.
The conduction of heat to the surface from within is
channeled by the
magnetic field, being far less efficient across field
lines than along
them. This phenomenon gives rise to a very slow
variation of tempera-
ture over the star, the temperature reaching a
maximum at the magnetic
poles and a minimum along the magnetic equator.
The thickness of the crustal layers in which
heat conduction is
anisotropic is very small compared to the radius
of the star. The
heat conduction problem is therefore one-dimensional.
Figure 15 illus-
trates the geometry. A heat reservoir at
constant temperature T^ lies
a distance L beneath the surface which is at
temperature T(« T^).
Magnetic field lines thread the slab at an angle $
to the horizontal.
An unprimed coordinate system is oriented such
that the x-axis is hori-
zontal, a primed system such that x' points
along B.
The thermal conductivity tensor is assumed
to be diagonal in the
primed system:
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<u 0 \
where K,, is the conducity along B and K,^ that perpendicular to
it
(K^«K|| ). The transformation of coordinates to the unprimed system
is that of a rotation through the angle 4>. Under this
rotation, K
transforms as a tensor:
3x. 3x.
_
V 3^ L k' (200)
and one obtains for the conductivity in the unprimed
system
2 2^
K = K,, cos + KjL * '
11 II
= K21 = ^^11 - s^"* '
^^^^^
2 2
= sin <I> + K_L. cos $
The heat diffusion equation giving the i^ component of the heat flux
vector q in the unprimed system is
q. = - y K. .9.T
from which is obtained the flux upwards (with q2
(202)
3T
_
^
3T (203)
"^z
^ '^22 3^ 21 3x
•
The boundary condition is that the flux arriving
at the surface from
below is balanced by the emission of blackbody
radiation:
q2(surface) - OT
To order of magnitude,
3T '^''^0 3T ^ _ T (205)
3l
~
L ~ L ' 9x R
'
where R is the stellar radius. Because R»L and K,^ ^ ^21'
'^'^"^
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term is negligible compared to the 3T/3z term, and one obtains for the
surface temperature
OT^ = -«„ sin2$ + K^cos^^-) U , (206)
where all quantities are evaluated at the surface.
A detailed evaluation of 9T/3z would be very difficult. By Equa-
tion (205) it is constant to order of magnitude, and nothing in the
physics of the problem will make it vary rapidly with location. At
most it is a weakly varying function of position on the star, and in
what follows will be taken to be constant. For the same reason, the de-
pendence of conductivity on temperature which makes K a weak function
of position will be ignored as well. Then
/ = t\ {s±nh + ^ cos^O) (207)pole K|(
is obtained for the surface temperature field where T^^^^ is the temper-
ature at the polar cap and k_l/k,| is expected to be small. Finally, for
a purely dipolar field
tan$ = 2 cote (208)
where g is the magnetic colatitude.
The temperature field of Equations (207) and (208) is shown in
Figure 16. In the case of isotropic conduction (K_i.= K„ ) the
tempera-
ture is constant over the star. As is reduced relative to
K„
,
the
equatorial regions grow cooler, reaching zero temperature in this
approx-
imation for Kj_/K„ =0. For physically plausible estimates of the ratio
of perpendicular to parallel conductivities, one expects a
magnetic
equator significantly cooler than the poles. Note from Figure 16
that
this regime is spread over a significant fraction of the
surface area of
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the star. Finally, if polar cap heating is important, a further narrow
step should be added at the poles.
2. Observed Properties of the Emission
Itoh (1975), Brinkman (1980), and Cheng and Helfand (1983) have
discussed the emissivity of neutron star surfaces. Best estimates
in-
dicate that both the total luminosity and spectrum should not
deviate
grossly from the blackbody, and in the following discussion will
be
assumed to be purely blackbody in form.
The number of photons per second per steradian emitted by a
black-
body of infinitesimal area dA in the energy interval [E,
E+dE] in the
direction normal to dA is
ZE^dEdA
_
(209)
h-^c^[exp(E/kT) -1]
If the observer is located at an angle a from the
normal to the surface
element and is a distance D away, the number of photons
per second
arriving per unit detector area from dA in [E, E+dE] is
1y} cosaexp(-T)dEdA
_ (210)
D^h^c^[exp(E/kT) -1]
where T is the optical depth describing the
attenuation of the signal
by the interstellar medium. Finally, the count
rate, F, is Equation
(210) multiplied by the effective area of the
detector, A(E), and in-
tegrated over both the surface of the star and
over energy:
r r f\i ^^^^^^ expr-T(E)]sint_^osa (211)
r =
-fYl ^ ^ exp(E/kt) -i0 0 0
where R is the stellar radius and D the distance
to the source. In
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performing these integrals, the interstellar absorption calculations
of Brown and Gould (1970) and the IPC detector effective area data
given by Giacconi et al . (1979) were used.
Polar Cap Heating
If Equation (198) holds, emission from the polar cap dominates
that from the rest of the star and the problem simplifies considerably.
The count rate from each pole becomes
r = -5^^ J(N„,T) cosa(t) (212)
h^c^ d2
^
where
jrN - r A(E) exp(-T(E))E^. (2i3)J( j^,T)
- J exp(E/kT) -1
and A is the surface area of the polar cap. Values of the normali-
cap
zation integral J(N^,T) are given in Table I.
The only time dependent factor in Equation (212) is cosa. Fig-
ure 17 illustrates the pulsar geometry: one of the magnetic
poles is
at geographic colatitude >F, and the line of sight to the observer
is
at colatitude 0. The angle between the normal to a magnetic
pole and
the line of sight to the observer is a. As the star rotates,
a changes
and the emission is modulated. The factor cosa is given
by
cos a(t) = cose cosH- + sinS sinH* coscj) (214)
(plus a similar term centered on the other pole), where ^
is the pulsar
phase.
This flux curve undergoes a transition from double
peaked to single
peaked structure as the pulsar geometry changes.
Presumably 6 must be
Table 1
The Function J(N ,T)
N^(cm^2)
n,
T(lO^K) 0 LO^^ 10
0. 2 -5. 24 -8. 36 -15. 09
0. 6 -2. 16 -A. 07 - 6. 90
1.,0 -1. 37 -2.,60 - A.,19
1,.4 -0,,90 -1,.63 - 2,.76
1,.8 -0,.52 -0,.97 - 1 .85
2 .2 -0 .19 -0 .50 - 1 .20
2 .6 +0 .10 -0 .12 - 0 .71
Table 1. Values of log J(Nh,T) in units of keV cm using
the IPC effective areas of Giacconi et al . (1979)
and the interstellar attenuation results of Brown
and Gould (1970).
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close to if the observer is to be illuminated by the radio beacon
and detect the source as a pulsar. If 0=4' =90° (an orthogonal rotator),
each magnetic pole passes under the line of sight of the observer and a
double pulse is observed. In the opposite limit, e=4'<<l (a nearly
aligned rotator). Only one pole is ever visible, the other remaining
below the horizon as seen from the Earth. The transition occurs at
Q=ij,=450_ i^Q^g generally, for Q ^"i , if e+H'>90°, a double pulse is
observed, and if 6+>l'<90°, a single pulse is observed.
The flux curve is very broad, with the full width at half-maximum
given by
FWHM = 2 arc cos[^(l -cot 9 cott)] . (215)
This relation is illustrated in Figure 18. The case of perpendicular
orientations, 6 =4' =90°, yields the narrowest pulse, for which the FWHM
is 120°. As the magnetic pole is moved closer to the rotation
axis,
the pulse broadens. Also, the degree of modulation decreases:
when 9
drops below 30° (for 6=4'), no solution to Equation (215) exists since
the intensity never drops to half its peak value.
The degree of modulation M of the emission defined as peak
inten-
sity minus minimum intensity divided by minimum intensity,
is
M = tan9 tan * ,6 +^ > 90°
M = ? , 6+4'<90°
cote cotijJ -1
(216)
and is sketched in Figure 19. The more nearly
aligned the rotator, the
flatter the light curve and the smaller the modulation.
However, as the
colatitude V of the magnetic pole is increased, it
undergoes greater and
greater excursions from the observer's line of sight
as the star ro-
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tates: the flux curve grows more strongly modulated. The modulation
grows arbitrarily high (implying zero emission between pulses) as
4'
approaches 45°. At this orientation the second pole appears over the
opposite horizon just as the first disappears from sight. At this geom-
etry, the source changes from single to double peaked and M drops.
Thereafter, as 4- is increased to 90°, the modulation increases again.
Anisotropic Heating from Below
While analytically transparent, the above relations can only be
used if Equation (198) is satisfied. It is now necessary
to consider
the opposite limit where the temperature varies smoothly
over the stel-
lar surface. To accomplish this, a detailed integration
of Equation
(211) is necessary. In the examples that follow, values
for the param-
eters T = lO^K (temperature at the magnetic pole), hydrogen
column
pole
density N = 10^^ cm'^, and vanishingly small ratio
k^/k,, have been
H
assumed.
m Figure 20 a typical set of flux curves is illustrated
for the
geometry e=>l'. The nearly aligned rotator shows a
nearly flat curve.
As the magnetic pole is moved farther south, the
degree of modulation
Increases. The case 4- = 30° shows a significant
pulselike character
with a single peak. By 4- =60° a weaker secondary
peak has appeared,
and finally the orthogonal rotator ^=90° shows two
peaks of equal am-
plitude
.
Figure 21 studies the effect of moving the
observer away from a
configuration in which one pole passes directly
under the line of sight,
The flux curves differ only slightly from those
of Figure 20: the
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effect is not dramatic. A qualitative feature is a somewhat flatter
minimum than exhibited in Figure 20.
Figure 22 displays the degree of modulation of the source. The
modulation is greatest for the orthogonal rotator. It is also greater
for cooler stars than for hotter ones. This effect arises because at
low temperatures, rotation can carry into view regions of the star so
cool that the Planck function peaks well below the low energy absorption
edge of the interstellar medium. Observations sample only the high
energy tail, and the detected flux becomes highly sensitive to pulsar
phase
.
3. Two Pulsars
PSR 1055-52
Cheng and Helfand (1983) report the detection of X-rays from PSR
1055-52 and discuss the possibility that the emission is blackbody. Al-
though a synchrotron spectrum best fits the data, a blackbody
form can-
not be ruled out at present. If the source is blackbody,
the observed
absence of modulation in this source has several important
consequences.
Cheng and Helfand (1983) report an upper limit on the modulation
M
of 3%. This can only be understood if PSR 1055-52 is a
nearly aligned
rotator. In the context of the hot-spot model. Equation (216)
implies
if e =H'. Relaxing the restriction 6 =1' softens this
conclusion,
but only slightly. If a maximum offset of 10° between
the line of sight
and the magnetic pole is allowed, Y can be increased
to 14°. From Fig-
ure 22 a similar conclusion obtains within the context
of the model of
anisotropic heating from below. The consequences of
relaxing the assump-
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tion K^«K|, have also been explored with the result that a 3% modulation
implies Kj_ /K,| =0.9 (for 6 =4-). Such large values of Kj_ are physically
impossible
.
This result is difficult to understand if pulsar magnetic axes are
randomly inclined relative to their rotation axis. If so, the probab-
ility that a pole lies within an angle of the spin axis is 1 - cos
which is 1% for 'i' =7° and 3% for =14°. This cannot be ascribed to any
alignment mechanism, for, with its period P = 0.197s and spin-down age of
5x10^ yr, PSR 1055-52 is relatively young. It is to be noted in this
connection that Narayan and Vivekanand (1982a) have reached a somewhat
similar conclusion in an analysis of the polarization swings of pulsars.
They find a statistically significant preponderance of small values
of 6
which cannot be ascribed to alignment.
The implication that PSR 1055-52 is nearly aligned is
particularly
significant in that this object shows an interpulse. When first dis-
covered, interpulses were commonly regarded as emission
from the mag-
netic poles opposite to those which generate the main pulses,
although
since then this view has changed somewhat (Manchester and
Lyne 1977;
Manchester 1978). If the X-ray emission from this object is indeed
black-
body in nature, the case is closed in at least this
particular instance.
A completely independent argument based on
polarization data can
also be made for the single-pole interpretation of
the PSR 1055-52 in-
terpulse. The position angle of polarization 6 for
this object shows a
linear swing of 1% per degree of pulsar phase through the main
pulse
(Mcculloch et al. 1978). Within the geometrical model
of Radhakrishnan
and Cook (1969) 3 is given by
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sin f sln(i)(t) (217)
tan 6(t) - Q^^g ^osQ sinS- cos(t)(t) '
where <^(t) is the pulsar phase (Manchester and Taylor 1977). The
rate
of change of g has a maximum at the center of the pulse given by
dg ^ sin y (218)
d(t) sin(e -^)
•
These relations cannot be reconciled with the
observed swing if
an orthogonal rotator is assumed. If ^ is set
equal to 90° and d^/d<i>
fixed at 1.6, Equation (218) implies Q -^=39% in conflict with current
notions that the width of the pulsar beacon is no more
than ^ 10°. Fix-
ing dg/d* at its observed value and decreasing ^,
Equation (218) yields
progressively closer cuts of the line of sight across the
pole. Only
for >F <15° does 6 lie below 10°. Detailed plots
of Equation (217)
also show a strong S-shape for nearly aligned
rotators, and large ex-
cursions in g from beginning to end of a pulse.
The assumption of near
alignment, however, shows more nearly linear swings
with smaller Ag.
The strongest arguments aginst the single-pole
interpretation of
PSR 1055-52 are the frequency independence of
the separation between its
main and interpulses (Rankin 1982) and the low a
priori probability of
its alignment. It is to be noted that PSR 0950
+ 08 also shows an inter-
pulse whose separation Ac^ is frequency
independent, although the cor-
relations between main and interpulses in this
source are difficult to
understand on the basis of the two-pole
interpretation (Hankin and
Cordes 1981). Finally, Fowler and Wright (1982)
have shown that the
PSR 1822-09 interpulse participates in the
intensity fluctuations of
the main pulse and in the mode changes
exhibited by this source, once
again implying a tight conm^unication between
the two. This object also
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shows a A()> independent of observing frequency. A possible model to
account for the frequency independence of A(t) in the single-pole model
has been given by Narayan and Vivekanand (1982b)
.
PSR 1509-58
PSR 1509-58 is unique in having been discovered as an X-ray pulsar
before it was detected as a radio pulsar (Seward and Harnden 1982;
Seward
et al. 1983; Manchester, Tuohy , and D'Amico 1982). Its period
P=0.15s
is relatively large and its period derivative P = 1.5 xlO"^^
greatest
known of any pulsar.
Helfand (1982) has emphasized the remarkable character of
the
X-ray pulse shape exhibited by this object. It is very broad,
with FWHM
. 25% of the pulse period in contrast to ^ 9% for its
radio pulse and an
average of % 3% for the radio pulsars as a class. It is
also signifi-
cantly broader than the X-ray pulse of the Crab
pulsar. Herein is ex-
plored the possibility that the X-ray emission from
this source is black-
body in nature.
First consider emission from a small polar cap.
The flux curve of
Seward and Harnden (1982) exhibits a single pulse
which constrains the
geometry to 6 +4- < 90° . The modulation, best
estimated from the HRl data
which is relatively weakly contaminated by the
extended source, is M>5.
By Equation (216), this places a second constraint
on the geometry. In
Figure 23 these two constraints are graphed.
Requiring \B <15° to
insure that the source be detected as a radio
pulsar limits 6 and ^l- to
lie within the crosshatched region. The
configuration is close to
e =4' =40°.
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The IPC count rate reported by Seward and Harnden (1982) is 0.3
counts s'-^, and the hydrogen column density is 1 xlO^^ cm
^. From Equa-
tions (196) and (212) - (21A)
,
3
<r> = 7.3 X iC'^lj^] J(Nj^,T)<cos a> (219)
where, for 0 +'V <90°,
<cos a> = cos ecos 1' . (220)
Specializing to 0 = >y = 40° , N^^ = 10^^ cm"^ and a stellar radius of 10
km
yields a temperature at the magnetic pole of 2 xlO^K. The
observed
count rate can be obtained at a lower temperature by going
to larger
(i.e., less massive) stars. The choice R = 20 km yields Tp^^g=9xl0
K.
Alternatively, the area of the emitting surface might be
significantly
larger than the region defined by the open field lines
of a perfect di-
pole. It should be noted that this appears to be the
case for PSR
1055-52. Cheng and Helfand (1983) estimate the linear
dimension of
their source, if blackbody, to be ^ 7 times the R^^p
given by Equation
(196). Adopting this choice for PSR 1509-58 as
well yields T^^^^ =
6 X lO^K.
The flux curve predicted by the model is compared
with the ob-
served pulse shape in Figure 24. The fit is
generally good although
there is some indication that the predicted
pulse is somewhat too broad.
This may imply that a beaming mechanism is at
work, although the dis-
parity is not great.
No acceptable model can be found if emission
from the magnetic
poles does not dominate that from the remainder
of the star. From runs
rn • TT ^Kcprvpd deeree of modulation
similar to those shown in Figure 22, the
obse e a g
p^r, = ^va-ininf? e=T<45° to obtain a single
forces one to low temperatures. Constr ng d
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nnlse implies T <10^K. However, at such temperatures the predictedP" pole
IPC count rate is orders of magnitude smaller than observed.
It is concluded that a model for PSR 1509-58 can be developed in
which the X-ray component of the emission is blackbody in
nature. With-
in this model, magna tospheric heating of the polar
regions is very
strong, and there is some indication that it extends over
a signifi-
cantly larger area than a classical polar cap. It should
be pointed out
that it is somewhat surprising that a simple model based
on a purely di-
polar configuration succeeds at all. The dynamical implosion
in which
a neutron star is formed is turbulent in nature and
the stellar field,
whatever its initial form, is scrambled in the collapse.
Upon forma-
tion, the pulsar magnetic field could not remotely approach
a dipole
configuration. Observations of X-ray flux curves map the surface
field,
as opposed to inferences drawn from behavior far from the
star (e.g.,
at the speed-of-light cylinder) at which the higher moments have
de-
clined. The observation of PSR 1509-58 is unique in this
regard, and
it may imply that magnetic field decay has acted to smooth
out all but
the dipole component.
It may be significant that this source has the largest
period der-
ivative of any known pulsar. Furthermore, PSR 0655 + 6A,
the pulsar
with the smallest known period derivative, has one of the
lowest limits
on its X-ray luminosity (Helfand, unpublished) . The implication
is that
the stronger the torque, the more intense the backflow
of energy from
the magnetosphere onto the star, and the stronger the
X-ray emission
from the polar cap.
Finally, note that If this interpretation is
correct, Seward and
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Harnden (1982) have identified the smallest known object at stellar dis-
tances. The radiating surface is one-half mile in extent and is ^
14,000 It. yr. away.
CHAPTER IV
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
1. Formalism
The outer crust of a neutron star
is a low temperature system on
the microscopic scale since the
excitation temperature is 1.34 x
10^
B^^ K (where B^, is the magnetic
field in units of 10^^ C) and is
much
llrger than the expected temperature
in the outer crust. In this low
temperature system, it is justified to use
variational solutions of the
Boltzmann equations. This variational
technique has long been used
in determining transport coefficients.
Details of the derivation of
the variational procedure are
given in Ziman (1960). Herein is
pre-
sented only the results.
The transport coefficients are
expressed in terms of the irrever-
^„ c ThP electrical resistivity p is
sible entropy production rate, S.
e i
TSP=^ (221)
and the thermal resistivity W
is
T^S (222)
Where J and \ are the charge and heat currents, respectively,
and T
IS the Lperature. The electrical
conductivity is then given by
1 (223)
a = n
—
e P
and the thermal conductivity by
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1 (224)
^ = "q W
where n is the number density of charge carriers
and n^ is the number
e
density of heat carriers.
In equilibrium, the distribution function
for a particle of energy
E and Fermi energy y is
=
1 (225)
^^^^ (E-Vi)/k T
^ +1
where kg is Boltzmann's constant. The
non-equilibrium distribution
function departs from local equilibrium by
6f, expressed by the function
where hk is the particle momentum. The
function *(k) then measures
the departure from local equilibrium and
6f is given by
6f = -(})Ck)
The charge current density operator
for a particle of velocity
V is
.
,t,, (227)
j = lev ([i "JJ
The expectation value of is the charge
current J^:
1 = <t^> = ie I I^7/A;'A^,d\<cJc„.>
(228)
a a
where ^ = I A^C^, C„ destroys
an electron in the state a, is nor-
malized to'unity, and the sum on a symbolizes
a generalized sum over
all states. Since <C +C > = f
° ^ 6f^ and no currents flow in equil-
"a a a
ibrium, one has
.
r (229)
J = le ). v6f^ .
a
one finds similarly for the heat flux
of particles with energies e^:
r (230)
J = I v(e^-p)6f^ .
^ a
The entropy production rate is also expressed in terms of 6f.
The entropy production due to particles scattered from an equilibrium
distribution of a different particle is
^^scat = 2irf ^ ^a^' (231)
B a,
a
where is the equilibrium scattering rate for particles in state
a making a transition to state a' . The transport coefficients are then
given by Equations (221) and (222) with S =S . The derived coef-
scat
ficients are lower bounds on K and O since the entropy production is
maximized
.
2
.
Interaction Hamiltonian for Electron-Phonon Scattering
The cohesive energy of a lattice of iron atoms in an intense mag-
netic field has been calculated by Flowers et al. (1977) to range from
2.6 keV at B^^ =1 to 8.0 keV at B^2 "5. They found that the electrons
are arranged in Landau orbitals forming cylindrical sheaths of free
particles along a single line of nuclei aligned along a magnetic field
line and bound in the transverse direction with perhaps one or two
electrons bound to each single nucleus. The wave functions for these
electrons are derived here in Appendix A. The presence of the one or
two individually bound electrons will be Ignored in the calculation
of the transport coefficients. To lowest order, one might reduce the
charge Z of a nucleus by the number of individually bound electrons,
but this has an insignificant effect on K and a.
Due to the essentially one-dimensional nature of the motion of
the conduction electrons, e -e scattering will not contribute to the
electrical conductivity and should not be an important contribution to
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the thermal conductivity. The important processes for electrons carry-
ing charge and thermal energy in the direction of the magnetic field
should be scattering off of phonons and impurities.
th
If the equilibrium position of the i— nucleus is R^, then the in-
teraction potential for the electron-phonon scattering (V^.^'^^^) is found
by expanding the vibrations about the equilibrium position over the
normal modes with the result
v/P'^^"?) = I • VV^(^-R.) (232)
i
where n. is the displacement of the i— nucleus from its equilibrium
position and is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential for
a nucleus of charge Ze
:
2 - , iq-("?-R )
V (^-R.) = jd\ 4 e ^ (233)
^ ^ (2^)3 q2
The electron wave function is derived in Appendix A. The result (in
-»-
^
cylindrical coordinates (p, (j),z) where B=Be^) is
X L ™(-^) e^"* e^^^ , (234)
n
where k is the wave vector, n,m =0,1,2, . . . , L is the total length of
the chain of nuclei, = ^ , and L ""(x) is an associated Laguerre
polynomial. The energy of an electron in this state is given by
E = (n + m + s + ^) Ra)„ (235)nmsk.2m z a
e
1 • -
where s = + ^ is the spin projection in the z-direction, ' q '
~ 2 e
and the one dimensional Fermi energy is
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U = m
e
^ (236)
where n is the number density of electrons. The electron field oper-
e
ator ii)(r) is then formed by summing over all states with the
appropriate
destruction operator,
^(^) = I
,
^nmk^nmsk '
^"'^
n,m,s ,k
where s labels the spin of the electron. The interaction Hamiltonian
operator for electron-phonon scattering is then given by
H^(ph) = Jd^? /(^)
I
^
^
^ 2"*"^"*' n! n' ! 4iTZe^
n,m,s,k n' ,m' ,s' ,k' 27rLp^ ^ (n+m) ! (n'+m' ) ! ^2::)^
-iq-R.
X I n.-Jd q ^ e
i q
7 7 2 . 2 . ^ i(k-k'+q )z iq p cos (j)
x/d^re-P (-^)"'^'C(^)L„."^ (^)e-^"*^ ' ^
^ 2p 2r 2^
^ n'm's'k' nmsk
where M E m' -m. The z integration can be done, yielding
2Tr6(k -k' +q^),
then the k' integration can be done. (The symbol =
— ! dk\) The
result is
r 1
2"^^ '
n' n! 4TTZe2h/P^ = I I II 72 ^(n+m)!(n'+in')!^ , .3
I nn'mm's.s'k 27TLP ^^^^, ' m,m' s,s' k T p
2, ^^2 m+m'
'A)
2P
^ 9 ? r
i q
7 2 , iq P cos <}> +
m. p\ , mV P , -iM4) ^ P , C , , (239)X L (-^) L , (-^)e e ^n'm's'k+q nmsk
n 2p2 n ^^2
2
where d p = pdpdej) .
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The displacement may be written as
the first Brillouin zone and polarizations X as
^ ^
iQ'R.
-IQ-R.
"i%^^/^Q,A" '^^Q.A^ (240)
where a^"*" (a^) creates (destroys) a phonon in the a mode, and
R
Q.A 1 1 Q,A ^'
for ions of mass in the chain of length L, and e^
^
is the polari-
zation vector of a phonon of momentum RQ, polarization index X, and fre-
iK.R.
quency w
^. Using I e ^ = N ^ where g is a reciprocal lattice
i K,g
vector, one finds
-+
I n.-iqe = N . iq- (?_^ a_^ ^ + a ^ ^ ) (242)
^ g,x '''^ q+g'^ -q^^ -q+g,A
where now if q is outside the first Brillouin zone, g brings q back
into the first Brillouin zone. H^^^^ may now be written in the factored
form
(243)
q H M M
^(Ph)
where )^ = 2TTLp^/d^q, W is a coefficient,
q
^
W =^N. ^ , (244)
is an operator acting only on electron variables:
^
_m+m'
,
, ,
1/2
,
A = Y V V V 1 . 2 n! n ! L
q , ^ , , f ^ 2 *'(n+m)!(n'-l-m')!'' 2ttn,n' m,m s,s k ,„ ,^2.
(2TTLP )
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2,, ^2 m+m' 2 „> ^2 i(q p cos (j) -M<{>)
X / dp e (2^) 2^2
^
'^n'm's'k+q^'^nmsk
a, a ,k z
where a = {n,in,s} and a' = {n'm's'}, and acts only on phonon var-
iables
B = I iq.(f^ a+^ +7^ a^^ ) . (246)
°'
->
-
q,X q+g,A -q,A -q+g,X
g,A
In Appendix B it is shown that for an interaction Hamiltonian
factored
into the form H' = I A^B^ where is a
coefficient and and B^
are matrix elements^of two distinct systems (here of electrons
and of
phonons) , then
2
_
_1 y w * W ,/dt«[(t.(t), A^"^ .(t)][«(0),A , (0)]»
K aa
X «BQ^'^(t) B^,(0)» (247)
where (t>^ is the expectation value of the
operator (j), « » denotes
thermal averaging and the development of the operator 0
is given by
-iH t/n iH„t/H
0(t) = e 0 0(0)e ° (248)
where is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the
system on which 0 oper-
ates. Since the electron-phonon interaction
Hamiltonian has been de-
composed into just such a form, it remains to substitute
the explicit
expressions for W, A, and B into Equation (247) in
order to evaluate
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the transport coefficients.
3 . Electron-Phonon Contribution to 0
The standard choice of trial function <})(k) for electrical conduc-
tivity is <t>{k) = k'v where v is a unit vector in the direction of the
electric field. Here, one wants to evaluate a along the magnetic field
P
(i.e. in the z-direction) , thus the desired operator is (}) = k = —
where P is the electron momentum operator:
z
(249)
where 3 labels the quantum numbers n, m, s and Rq the momentum. Then
.t
the commutator [P (t), A ,(t)] is
z q
[P^(t), Aj,(t) = I (q-) I Rq
X [4q(t)Cg^(t), ^(OC^.j^^q, (t)]
I <a'^^'> J(Vkq^Jq(^)^a'k+q'
aa' k
5
.q'5
,
,
.
c' , (t)Cp,^(t))
a 6 qk+q ak fjq
z , oa
aa k
ak a ' k+q
(c) (250)
For the zero time commutator, one finds
[P^(0), A (0)] = Rq^ I f^eca'^^'^^'k+q- ^ak
^ aa k 2
(251)
Using
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-iE t/R iE^t/R
«C (t)C^(t)C?',C ,» = e ^ e
a b b a
t t
X «C C.C, ,C ,»abb a
= e
i(E
-E Jt/R 2 + t
(-1) «C C ,C, C, ,»
^ ' a a b b
i(E,-E )t/R
= e ^ ^ f (1- f, ) 6 ,6, , , (252)
a b aa bb
where f is the Fermi function (Equation (225)) of an electron in state
a
a, the thermal average of the product of the commutators is
«[P (t), A'''(t)][P (0), A ,(0)]» =
z q z q
-
^^^z)\ ,q • l/aa'^^^ "aa'^^')
^ z z aa k
a k+q ak
X e ^ f
,
(1 -f ) . (253)
ak a k+q
z
The thermal average of the phonon part of the interaction Hamiltonian
<<B^(t) B
,
(0)»
q q
= I I «-iq-(?! (t) ^f\^\^ (^))
->
, ^, .,, q q+g,X -q -q+g,A
g.-^ g A
^ ^ + 7 ^ a ^ ^ )»
q' q'+g',X' -q' -q'+g',A'
-»-,->,,, q q q+g,A q +g ,Ag,A g ,A
+ q.f' q'-f ^ a ^ ^ (t) a ^ ^
»
-q'+g',X'
iU)
, ,
t
g. A
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-iw t
+ l^.f l2 n e ] .
„ «^»» = «a'^a'^» = 0 where n is Che distribution function forusing <<aa^^ d >v
bosons in state a,
(255)
"a fio) /k„T
a D
e 1
The thermal averages, Equations (253) and (254),
may now be sub-
stituted in Equation (247). The time integral
can be done, yielding
times a delta function in energy, and making
use of the Kronecker
Deltas, one has
I/*a-*a') ^a^a-
aa
A 5;iw |2 2TTn(hq )2 I l^^aa'^^^l^^ak^l -^a'k+q^^
h^ q ota'k
2
X I [|q-^j'(l+Vg,A)^^'c.'k+q/V^%+g,x)
+ |q-?_/n_^^g^,.6(E^,,^^^-E,,-Ra._^^g,x)5 ' ^"^^
The energy delta functions can be
written as k delta functions using
the expression for the energy. Equation
(235):
SfE . - E , + RO)^)
=
a'k+q - q
z (257)
m
e 6(k + K~(q)) ,
where
,
2
.
2™e + R,., ^) . (258)
2 n"^z R
Now the k integration can be done with
the result
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aa' ° ° R q
i2 ^ t \2
aa' t^x q
^ (1 -
^a- ,-K+(q)+q^^ ^ l^-^_^l^"-q+g,X ^a,-K-(q)
X (1 - fa',-K-+q^l
.
(259)
z
Assume one can average over phonon polarization vectors such that
l^.f |2 ^ 1
R 2 (260)
^' 11 q,A
(cf. Equation (241)) and substitute Equation (244) for W^, then
aa' ^ (277) Ti 1 aa'q q
X (1 - f + ) +%+g,X ^a,-K-(q)^^ "^a' ,-K"(q)+q^^
a' ,-K {q)+q^
to evaluate l^^^i (q)
I
From Equation (245),
„m+m' .,. 1/2
„
,(a) = ± (-1
,/ n:n : s — 277
^aa'
^''^ " 2 Mn+m) ! (n'+m') !^ 277
(2T7Lp^)
r,2 -pV2p' p^'"™ ,m^ -^-P ' (262)2/nA2 ^ m+m' ^ ^2
i(q^ p cos(t) -M(t))
where d^p = pdpd*. The <f integration may be done
through the Jacobi-
Anger expansion of a plane wave in a series of
cylindrical waves, viz.
iz cose
^ y
.mj imO
_
(263)
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Multiply by e'^^de and integrate on [0,2tt]. The right hand side of
Equation (263) picks up a factor 27:6^^^ for m,M integer:
^^^^i(zcose-Me)^Q
= 1^ I i"V^)^,M
0 ni=-°°
= 2Tr i^J^Cz) . (264)
M
ForM>0, i"=e'^^ ForM<0, i^' = e"2'^' and Vz) = (-1) '^'ll |^| C^'^)
i-|M|
= e^^l"lj,^|(z), or i%(z) = e ^ j|^|(z). So for all M:
0
Now Equation (262) for Q. reads
^m+m'
,
,, 1/2, 2 ^l'"'
1 , 2 n ! n ! . Jil (2ir) e
"^"'^'^ ^ 7W)^ ^(n+m)!(n'+n')!^ 2u
X I (n,n' ; m,m' ; q^)
where
(265)
(266)
2, ,^2 ^ m+m'
f -p /2p , p
I(n,n' ;m,m' ;q„) = /pdp e ("2^
.p- • - p'
(267)
This integral cannot be evaluated in general
in closed form. However,
note that for n=n' =m =m- =0, the integral
can be done with the result
1(0,0; 0,0: qp) = P ^
1 2 g2
2 2 ''p '"^ (268)
Thus
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1^ , ^ |2 _ _1 2 n!n ! ^ i^(n,n' ;m,n' ;q ) (269)
'
'
'
'
(2TTLp2)2
(n+m)-(n'+n')! .4 ^ ' ' ' '^p
and 2^2
l%o(^)l'=-^^"''' • '''''
(27rLp )
The final form of Equation (261) may be derived by
scaling the q's
with reciprocal lattice vectors, q^ = g^x and qp
= gpy, and writing
,
= to . F(Q,X) (271)Q,X pi
where w is the ionic plasma frequency,
(272)
pi
and n is the number density of ions. Noting
that the q^ integral is
i
even, one has
9 2
2 „ 1 2iTg
2^ . 4TrZe , 2 1 e
z_ (273)
I/*a-*a-> ^a-.a- = ^7^^ 'h^. . ^i 2.Lp^ '
aa ^.^'v p]^
where
2m"m' III oo oo
1. = I J / y dy dx ^
^ aa' (m+n)!(m'+n')! ' 2)! q ^ 2 2
y +—
I^(n,n'; m,m':gpy) i I ?(^t^^+Vg,^^
P g,X
^ \ -K^q)^^ -'a'^-K+(q)+q^) +%+g,X ^^l^ " V*^" ^^z^^'
(274)
The square of the charge current. Equation (229),
is easily com-
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puted and is found to be
o 2 o8e m y , 2 ,
where
^ = E is the energy given by Equations (209b) , and
is the
Fermi function f^ = (e
' = y/k^T. In the low temperature
approximation, l2=l and only a=0 states contribute since Ra)^ » y at
the surface. (See Section 7.) One can now write
for the resistivity p
2 2 ^ g ^ t=2 , It
o, ^
(2Tr)^ , 4iTZe . ^ R_ i _JL (277)
2k TP = ^ ( ^) 2.2 m.O) . y . 2
'
^ 8e (277)^ i Q 1 pi I2
where = L/N. is the distance between ion
sites in the Z-direction.
Since for mass density p^^^^, the electron
number density is n^
Zp
mass 1
netic field is
mass
/m., the electrical conductivity in the
direction of the mag-
2
^
(271)^ iV Pmass^i
^ ^,
^ h- . (278)
a = 8 2 2 a ^ I
AiTZe R ^
The integrals I^ and are functions of
density (through the Fermi
energy), magnetic field, and temperature and
will be evaluated numer-
ically in Section 7.
4. Electron-Phonon Con t-ribution to
K
The standard choice of trial function <)>
for thermal conductivity
is *(k) = (E(k) -y)t-v where v is now a unit
vector in the direction
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of a temperature gradient. Here it is desired
to evaluate K in the
direction of the magnetic field, thus one is led to the
operator
m
^ =
_e Q j^g^g Q is the electron heat flux operator,
where 3 labels the quantum numbers n, m, s and
hq is the electron mo
mentum. The commutator [A^(t), A+(t)] is then calculated to
be
^ ^ aa k p,q ^
aa k pq e
1*
^ (Vkq'''eq'^'^'a'k+q " ^a3 '
\
'
k+q^"akSq
'
^
aa k e ^
(280)
and the zero-time commutator [Q (0) , A (0) ] isq
[Q^(0), A (0)] = I J2,,,(q) ^ ((E,,,^
-M)Mk.-q^)
2 ^ oa'k e z
- (E,^-^>^'^><'k+q>k •
^'''^
The electron thermal average of the product
of these commutators is
then
«[Q (t), A^(t)][Q (0), A ,(0)]» =
z q z q
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m ^z^ z aa'k
e
z
X f (1 -f ,, ) (282)
where, again, is the Fermi function for an electron of energy E^.
The thermal average of the phonon operators is the same as before and
is given by Equation (254)
.
The procedure is now the same as before: the thermal averages are
substituted into Equation (247), the time integral is done yielding
energy delta functions, and using the Kronecker deltas, one then finds
I (*a-*a')Va' = ^ \\\'
^,
J^aa'^^^l'
aa' n q ^ aa'k
^ t^^a'k+a -V^)f^('^+qz>-^^ak-^)^'^]'^ak^l-fa'k+q
)
z
->-
, q q+g,^ z q+g.-^g,A
.
-
|q-7j'n_ 6(E^,,,^ ^'"'^
-q -q+g,X z -q+g,A
The energy delta functions are now turned into k delta functions and
the
integral on k is done. The assumption
1^.^ |2 . 1
h 2 (284)
1^ ^
-> J 3 2m.N.a) ,
+q,X 1 1 q,A
is again made and the expression for is substituted into Equation
(283) . The result is
2
2 , , m
^ 2 1 .^TTZe , „ 3 L _e
_h
I/*a-*a'> Va- = ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ,2
2m,N,
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+ t(Ea'-K-(q)+q -^)R(-'^'(q)V^^^a.-K-(q)-'^^^"^^^^'
' z
With
l^^cia'
'''^
^^"^'^ Equation (269).
The final form of Equation (285) is obtained by scaling
all ener-
gies by the Fermi energy U, scaling all wavevectors
by reciprocal lat-
tice vectors, and noting that the integral is even
in q^. The result is
2 ^ m g ^ 2
a a a->-a
^2tt)^ i hp pi
where u) , = O) .F(q,X) (w . is the ionic plasma frequency)
and
q , A pi Pi
h - (m+n)!(m'4-n')! J i ' ' ^
^ 2 X
2 2
y +— X
X
1
I
_1_ {[(1 ^ (x^ -BF(q,X))2 -1 .a'V ^ (x^ -BF(q,A))
3 ^ F(q,A) ^
+ (i^ (x2+BF(q,X))2-l+aA2) ^ (x2+BF(q,X))]^
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^ [(1,1 (x2+BF(q,X))2-l+a'A2) ^ (x^+BF(q,X))
X
+ (i^ (x2-BF(q,X))2-l+CxA2) ^ (x2-BF(q,X))]'
f > (287)
^
_2„ 2 nw„ 2m
1 R gz « B
2 2
'
where = q^x, qp - gpY , A-j^ p 2m^ ' 2 y ' Pi r
and I is given by Equation (267).
The square of the heat flux, Equation (230),
is easily calculated
and found to be
,^ ,2 4/ 2™e t/(-I^)^ I 2 , (288)
^ h
where is given by
I = A- 1 y f ^l/2(x-xj2f (1-f )dx (289)L, 9 i/oZ, J Fx X
^ TT^ 2xJ-' .a=0 Rcog
"b^
, X = X = 7^ , E is the energy given by Equation (235),where p
, ^ , (^^^
. ^ • <r - Co In the low temperature
and f is the Fermi function f - Ce +1; •
X ^
approximation, 1^=1 and only a=0 states contribute since Ru.g » M
at
the surface. (See Section 2.) The thermal resistivity
may now be
written
2 2 1
18 .4TrZe^, _i! i- (290)
2k W = ^ ( 3) 2.2 m.o) . 2
where Si = L/N is the distance between lattice sites
in the Z-direction.
i
The thermal conductivity along the magnetic
field is then given by
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AirZe e h 3
where p is the mass density and the integrals and I, are func-mass J ^
tions of density, temperature, and magnetic field. This expression
is evaluated numerically in Section 7.
5 . Impurity Scattering Contribution to a
In the previous sections, the lattice in the outer crust of the
neutron star was assumed to be perfect. According to Flowers and Itoh
(1970) , if nuclear equilibrium rates are not as fast as the rate at
which the crust solidifies, charge imperfections would result. The
impurities would be expected to have Z and A values close to the equil-
ibrium values, but even in equilibrium there will be thermal fluctua-
tions of A and Z about the equilibrium values. The probability of a
thermal fluctuation in nuclear species is proportional to e ^^^^'^ where
Ay is the difference in chemical potential between the impurity nuclei
and the equilibrium nuclei. According to Baym, Pethick, and Sutherland
(1971) , the equilibrium nuclear species increases in atomic weight as
the density increases, but the transition from iron to nickel takes
7 -3
place at a density '^^ 10 g cm , which is in the region interior to the
outer crust considered here. In this region, impurity scattering would
be particularly important since Ap ^0. Another way in which impurities
would be generated would be by spallation which would occur preferen-
tially in the region of the polar caps where backflow is important.
The lattice will presumably have dislocations, faults, and other defects
which could provide efficient scattering mechanisms which would limit
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the transport of charge or thermal energy, but only impurity scattering
will be considered here.
Consider electrons scattering off of charge impurities in a one
dimensional lattice. The interaction potential is the Fourier trans-
form of a sum over Coulomb potentials at each lattice site i:
4tt(Z. -Z)e^ iq-(r-R.)
V (r) = I \ /d q e ^ (292)
i (2TT)^
-> th
where is the equilibrium position of the i— ion of charge Z.e and
Ze is the average charge of an ion in the lattice. The electron-
impurity interaction Hamiltonian operator, H^"'"''^^^ is given by
hU-^p) = Jd3- y;+(?)v^(-?) ^(^) , (293)
where tjj(r) is the electron field operator given by Equation (237). The
resulting Hamiltonian can be factored as before into the form
H^^^P^ = y W A B , (294)
I
^
q q q
where ^ = 27rLp^ /d'^q and
a - 2 ->
^ 4tt(Z. -Z)e
,
-iq-R.
W = I ^ \ e ^ (295)
I (277)3 ^2
A = I Q Aq) C^n^ C , (296)
q H, axx ^ a'k+q ak
^ aa k z
B = 1 (297)
q
where a stands for the quantum numbers n, m, s, C^ creates an electron
in the state a, and ^^^^t (l) is given by Equation (245). Consider the
quantity W W
,
:
q q
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2 ^ iq-R-,- iq'R^
q q (2TT)'' i j q ^
(298)
Assume that the ions are uncorrelated and that the
sum can be approx-
Imated by
2 i(q-q )"R. ,
W *W . . (^) X^(AZ)2 I e ^^ ' (299)
q q (2tt)^ i q q
2 - 2
where X. is the concentration of impurities and
(AZ)^ = <(Z. -Z) >.
Then doing the sum over lattice sites, one has
,
2
.
^TTe AZ
, . L_ (300)
q ^ (2^)^ ^ q,q'+g q q
where N is the total number of ions in the one-dimensional
lattice and
1
I is a reciprocal lattice vector
of this array.
For calculating the electrical conductivity in
the direction of the
magnetic field, the thermal average of the product
of the electron com-
mutators is unchanged from before, with the result
«[P^(t), A^(t)][P^(0), Aq,(0)]» =
i(E
,, -El )t/n
^
^z^z aa'k
(301)
If the product of this expression with Equation
(273) is formed, the
result contains the factor 6^^ ^6 .. Since the
lattice is one
^
q,q'+g z z
dimensional, this implies g=0 and
6
.
.
=
'''''
q,q +g z z ^ ^
which means physically that the scattering
is elastic. Equations (300)
and (301) are then substituted into Equation (247)
for J/V*a'^ ^a-a'
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making use of Equation (302). The time
integration is then done yield-
ing an energy delta function which is
changed into a k delta function
and the k integral is completed. The
result is
o 2
where 2 2
2m R q /t^/x
'^aa'^^'z' 2q _2 ^ 2m„
B
Note that K^cjCq^) = I
To evaluate Equation (303), assume that
the a=a' =0 term domin-
ates the sum. This is certainly true at
the surface where (for a den-
sity of 10^ gcm-3) and the Fermi
factors are exponentially small
for a>0. Since the energy is quadratic in the
wavevector and ^^^^i^^)
- i q the Fermi factors in the low temperature
approximation become
2 ^z'
E
,
(1-f
,
) =k3T6(E- , -y) (305)
and Equation (303) reads
2
2 o ni 9
. , . , .2 ^ (M^) x.N.^L k„T 2^Lp' 2TT
aa'
2 xr^ _,0 . (306)
X fq dq dq I^OO^^^'^ 1
'''^
The factor has already been
calculated and is given by Equa-
tion (270). The delta function in energy
is turned into a delta func-
tion in q^ (such that IqJ =2k,)
and the q, integral is
done with the
result
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2 m „ 8m
2 ,4TTe^AZ. „ ^ 2 _|
X/ 2^ ^ %
0 (q 2+4k 2)
2 2 2
1-
.
With the change of variable x =
/Ak^
,
the mte-
1
where y -
e^
gral may be written
-3x
9 . ,2 oi. ^ ^
8k/ 0 (1+x) 8kp
where 3 = ^k/p^ and E^Cx) is the second
exponential integral. Thus
Equation (307) becomes
2
2 ,4iTe^AZ, y N 2t k T
aa
The square of the charge current
has already been calculated
(Equation (275)) and was found to be
2V
.
L,^ (310)
IJ I - /. ^1^'
h
1 „^ harp The electrical resistivity
in the low temperature limit
employed e e.
is then
2 k T
^ (2TT)^ , 4Tre^AZ _^ _B;^e^E-(e) , (311)
Where, again . = L/N, is the Z distance
between adjacent lattice sites.
Einally, the electrical conductivity
for electron-impurity scattering
.
the direction of the magnetic
field is given for k^T « y
by
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X^(AZ)2a = 32.2z^ E^-^CB) (312)e nm
.
1
2 2
where g = Ak^ p and E2(x) is the second exponential integral.
6- Impurity Scattering Contribution to k
The impurity scattering contribution to the thermal conductivity
along the magnetic field can now be calculated using the factored Hamil-
tonian. Equations (294) -(297). The thermal average of the product of
electron commutators previously calculated is still valid with the re-
sult
«[Q (t), A"^(t)][Q (0), A ,(0)]» =
^ 4 z q
9 ^„
- 1 ^ , (q)f2 , (q') e ^
e
^ f^^a'k+q
-^^)^('^+'lz)-<V-^^)R'^]'fak(l-fa'k+q )
•
^313)
^ z
Equation (300) for W^^'w^, is used as is the product of Kronecker deltas,
Equation (302). The quantity I (-1)^-* , ) ^r^_^ , is formed and the time
1 a a a~*"a
aa
integral is done yielding an energy delta function which is changed into
a k delta function and the k integral is done. The result is
^ (V*a->'Va- = 4 (^)' X.N.
aa- ^ ^ (277)3 ^ ^ J
X^-J|.^.(q)|
^„,-K^^.(q/-^..,_K^^.,,^)V
^^'-.-K,,.(q )+q -^)^(-^aa-(^z)+^z)
^^a,-K^.(q^)-^^)R(-^a-(^z^>J
'
^'''^
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where
2m n^q
^
V'^^z^ - 2q^ p2 2m^
B
, .
1
and K (a ) = 7 q_-aa z / z
To evaluate Equation (314). the
assumption is again made that the
The Fermi factors are now expressed as
a =a' =0 term dominates 3f
^
0'-2^z ^'2^z o.^q.
2 Z) (316)
is quadratic in the wavevector.
Equation (314) now
since the energy
becomes
2
.
o,4q.
c ^„ c - F the q integral may be
By changing variables from to E
-
E
, ,
4^
2^Z
written
^ u f f°°rCFW_ li-)dE. By expanding G(E) in a
This integral is of the form J G(E)( ^^)^^
. , r
li is for low temperatures, approximately
a
Taylor series about P (- "gf
delta function at y) , one finds
OC
|i)dE = G(p) + I
9E n=2
where ^(
A(E>(- |h C<M . 2(l-2^-">«n)<V>"'^'"''"'-=="
(319)
J r^^^rF) is the n^ deriv-
X) is the Riemann zeta function
and G (E
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ative of G with respect to E. To
leading order in k^T (the low temper-
ature approximation). Equation (318)
becomes
__1 (u T)2 . (320)
substituting Equation (270) for
^he integral for q^ is found
to be
^
V''dc,p - eS(3) , (321)
0 2 2
2 P 8k
(4kp +qp )
as before, where B = Ak/p^ and E^(x) is
the second exponential inte-
gral. Finally, in the low temperature
limit, Equation (290) is now
2
V * ^2 = (AI^^M) X.N.\ ^ (kgT)^
33
x:!I^^e^E(3) . ^'"^
^ 3 2y
2^"^^
The square of the thermal flux
has already been calculated
(Equa-
tion (288)) and in the low
temperature limit is given by
^ n
The thermal resistivity is then
3 ,4ue2AZ
'
^
_1 J- e% (B) ^^24)
, = WN^. Finally, the thermal
conductivity along the magnetic
field for kgT «y is
X.(AZ) K = —r^ Z ^ ^'mass^ B 2
1 ^ e nm
.
6 = .V./p^ and .,<x, Is second
exponential intes^el. Ho«
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the result is 2
_
(326)
impurities e
.... ,
..,Sle, .„i,.e ..U«Uo„
co„.. .e .e,.„e. .o,
.o..
port coefficients.
7. Nnmp.rical Resul ts
ealc„Ute „-e,ical „s„Us for
t.e t„n„o« coeHiclen„. a
.0 P.0,.e .scHpaon. ...
^
'
. Pd matter (defined to be the
difference between
energy of the condense
i,Q
. f iron atoms and condensed
matter in a strong
the binding energies o
7 keV at B =1 to 8.0 keV
at B
2
magnetic field) ranges from 2.6
^2
,
. l.t
field in units of lO^'c.
The resulting a
where B^, is the magnetic
....P..~=.c.a.e„p.a3.. U .a„s .a. . o.e
,d be detemlned at ever,
POlnt o„ the surface,
then the density woul h
en.
t d that for a dipolar
field centered on ,
spherrcal star,
should be no e t
u h
r to a factor o. 2
change in the magnetic
field strength
is amounts r L
i« mav not be centered
minimum. In reality, the
dipole y
this
from maximum to
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„a .U. star .a, „«. ^
P-.ec.ly sphe.Ual ..ic.
lea. « a co.-
,.ac .h. s„£aca ..a^al
co.<iu«ivity flal. „a™ a
v.„ co.pla.
^A that the surface temperature
field
structure. The result would
be
would also be highly complex
in structure.
X. should also be noted
that since the magnetic field
determines
surface density, a magnetized
neutron star would liKely be in
a
configuration in which the
rotation axis and principal axis
are not
3ligned, Which could lead to
dynamical effects such as free
precession.
^ Simple calculation
comparing the effects of a
density field in the
...er crust determined by a
centered, dipolar magnetic
field and the
density field in hydrostatic
equilibrium for a perpendicular
rotator
• • th. effect) gives the change in
moment of inertia
(which maximizes e ;
,^ o
• T o in^^ ecm . This should be
^I/I < 10-12 moment
of inertia I - 10 g
too small to have
observational consequences.
.his atomic structure
calculation actually represents
a .ero
•
.
of state The derived
lattice parameters will
clearly
gravity equation .
the surface As the depth
increases, the over-
only be valid very near
.
,,in act to compress the
lattice,
whelming weight of the upper
layers will
1 ^iffHrult to calculate since
This effect, however, would
be exceedingly d ic
f the lattice would not
necessarily be oriented
the symmetry directions o
fnn- they follow the direction
of the magnetic
in any convenient direction,
t n
T ri977) have calculated
the lattice param-
field lines. Flowers et
al. (1
e.a„ as .oncUons .
.a.na.c UeU ,„e„... a. ~a,
..a .„.ace.
„..ae. .a.a„.ne
..a a^.ace
.»pa„.„.e a„ ..a ...Ue
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.3. no. .e feasible.
Wi..ou. ..is, one does no. Know
How .o ca.cula.e
the transport coefficients
throughout the outer crust.
for the transport coefficients near
To calculate numerical
results
the surface, the lattice
spacing (.) in the Z direction
is needed. The
3„ucture calculations of .lowers
et al. (1977) are closely
approximated
, . B and they find
I - 0.500 a, at B^, =1, where
a, is the
Bohr radL The important parameters
density (p) , Per^i energy
2/h2^''n/
^^^^ gi^e„ by
(u = "> ' m cm e
p = 5.05 X lO"* B_"'^ gem
3 „ 6/5 „_-3 (327a)
12
-9 2/5 (327b)
p = 2.02 X 10 B^2
""^^
(327c)
Eg = 1.85 X 10 B^2 ^''^
•
•Hh 7-96 Table 2 lists values
for a lattice composed of
iron atoms wxth Z-26.
„f u Note that according
to Equa
of P, I, y, and Eg as
functions o i^^-
, ,11 R This means that the
Fermi
tions (327b) and (327c), e^>V
for all B^^'
. ^h. transport coefficients,
which had
factors in the expressions
for t e
^
terms in the exponential
li.e -ae^) 1^^ ..ere a --0,1,2, . . ,
will e
exponentially small for.. 0. .iso
recall that it was stated
in the
Tntroduction that the conductivity
would become isotropic
when .>e,.
.t to the condition that
the radius of an electron
This is tantamoun n
uu
.e.U ......
1 it "forgets" to which
chain it belongs,
rounding chains of nuclei,
(\7Ti this never happens.
„„<,e. .he ccdiaons desclbeO M
E,„aC.on= (327> .
11 .luavs be anisotropic, no
matter
Near the surface, the
transport will a w y
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Table 2
Internuclear Spacing, Density, and Energies
as a Function of Magnetic Field
\2 a
(cm)
P
_3
(g cm )
y
(erg) (erg)
1.00 2. 65 xlO~^ 5.05 xlO^ 2.02 c
10"^ 3.70 clO-^
1.77 2. 11 xlO"^ 10^ 2.53 xlO-^ 6.55 xlO"^
3.15 1. 67 xlO"^
4
2 xlO 3.19 xlQ-^ 1.17 xlO-''
4.41 1. 46 xlO'^ 3 xlO^ 3.65 xlO"^ 1.63 xlO"^
5.61 1. 33 xlO~^
4
4 xlO 4.02 xlO-^ 2.08 X
10-''
6. 75 1.
-9
23 xlO
4
5 xlO 4.33 xlO"^ 2.50 xlO"''
8.94 1 10 xlO"^
4
7 xlO 4.84 xlO"^ 3.31 xlO-^
9.99 1 05 xlO~^ 8 xio'^ 5.06 xlO"^ 3.70 xlO"^
11.0 1 01 xlO"^ 9 xio'^ 5.26 xlO"^ 4.07 xlO-^
12.0 9 .78x10-10 10^ 5.45 xlO-^ 4.44 xlO-^
21.4 7 .76x10-1° 2 xlO^ 6.87 xlO-^ 7.92 xlO"^
30.1 6 .78x10-10 3 xlO^ 7.87 xlO"^ 1.11 xlQ-^
38.2 6 .16x10-10 4 xlO^ 8.66 xlQ-^ 1.41 xlO-^
46.0 5 .72x10-10 5 xlO^ 9.32 xlO"^ 1.70 xlO-^
82.0 4 .54x10-10 10^ 1.17 xlO-^ 3.03 xlO"^
Values of internuclear spacing i, density p, Fermi energy V, and cyclo-
12
tron energy £ as functions of magnetic field strength Z^^=h/10 C.
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what the density. As the depth increases and I
deviates from the
^ B^2~^^^ isotropy may become possible but the
density and
magnetic field strength at which this might occur are unknown.
Using Equations (327), in the low temperature limit the contri-
bution to the electrical conductivity due to electron-
impurity scat-
tering is
X (AZ)2a . = 3.41xl021 e-V'(e)B^//Vl (328)
i^ ' e-imp ^
where B = Ak/p^ = .870 B^^'^^^" «12 ^ives
X (AZ)2o . = 7.93 X 10^1 s'^. (329)1^ e-imp
Similarly, in the low temperature limit, the contribution
to the thermal
conductivity due to electron-impurity scattering is
\(^^)Vimp = 5.26xl0l0 e-%-l(B)B^//\
erg cm'^ s'^K^ , (330)
where is the temperature in units of lO^K.
For B^^
6
X (AZ)2k . = 1.22 xlO^^ T. erg cm ^s
^ K ^ . (331)
-• ^ ' e-xmp "
The importance of electron-impurity scattering
in determining the total
transport coefficients is largely unknown since
no model for the con-
centration of impurities (X.) or magnitude of the
impurities (AZ)
exists. They have been calculated here for
completeness and as a test
of the formalism. (They give the correct Lorentz
ratio. Equation (326).)
This scattering mechanism could be important,
but this cannot as yet
be ascertained. The best that one can say
is that, compared to electron-
phonon scattering, electron impurity scattering
becomes important in de-
termining the thermal conductivity when X.(AZ)2
^^-3(3^, f,.
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B =1 and T^=l. It is clear from this that impurity
scattering can
be a very important factor in determining the
thermal conductivity un-
-3
less the crust is remarkably pure (X^ < 10 ) .
For the electron-phonon scattering contribution to
K, one obtains
from Equation (291) using Equations (327),
and for 0 from Equations (278) using Equation (327),
2
20 -2/5 ^2 ^^12^ -1
Vph=3-^^^^°^i2 ^evv"^ •
'''''
, . ^- „<: T T T and I have been performed and
Numerical integrations of 1^^, ^3' ^ 4
the results for the transport coefficients
presented in Figures (25) -
(31). The integrations have been performed
for a range of temperatures
on the interval lO^K < T < lO^K. The calculation
completed here makes
no attempt to include ionic correlations and
so is untrustworthy too
close to the temperature at which the lattice
melts. The lattice is
believed to melt at temperatures somewhere
above loh. The results for
the full range of T are presented due to
uncertainties in the melting
temperature. The phonon dispersion relations
used are the same as
those used by Flowers and Itoh (1976).
The decomposition was made into
one purely longitudinal mode and two
degenerate transverse modes. The
longitudinal mode frequency is
03
q ^ (334)
and the two transverse mode frequencies
are
100
where is the Thomas-Fermi
wave vector
= 4iTaTic
and q^is the Debye wavevector
2
,
.
^""e (336)
X
,^
2 ,1/3 (337)
= (6^ n.)
(a is the fine structure
constant)
.
Figures (25) and (26) are plots
of log versus log T for a
series of densities (or. equivalently
,
magnetic field strengths).
Figures (27), (28), and (29) are
plots of log K^,^, versus log P
for
different values of T,. Figure (30)
is^a plot of log 0^,^, versus
e-ph
„p^q..g T. Note from
log t and Figure (31) is a
plot of 1»8
Flg„„s (25) and (26) the very complex
evolntlon of K^_^, -1th density.
IMS is due to the very co^piex
interrelations o£ the para.eters
-ithin
the integral dae to the
dependenee ot density o„ magnetic
ti.id strength.
general interest, it should he
noted that .e.erall,
decreases
3t lo„ temperatures .ith
decreasing temperature, i. contrast
to the
.er« field calculations of
Flowers and Itoh (1976, -hich
show an i„-
o„ase .ith decreasing temperature
for electron-electron scattering
(.hich dominates over electron-phonon
scattering in that case,. Co.-
perison .ith »ro-field values
indicates that the transport
coeffi-
cients are vastly ditferent
.hen proper account is «ade
of the magnetic
,leld The difference amounts
to t.o orders of magnitude
for the ther-
mal conductivity at the lo.est
temperatures and increases .ith
density.
Fven if other scattering
mecha.isms (other than those
considered
here, contrihute to the transport
coefficients, the derived values
.onld still he upper limits to
the total conductivities.
Ihrs rs he-
cause the conductivities for
transport due to a single
carrier (here.
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electrons) add as reciprocals. For example, the total thermal
conduc-
tivity would be
^ Y — (338)
T 1 ei
where the subscript e denotes electron carriers
and the sum i is over
all scattering mechanisms. So even if e-e
scattering was important,
it could only act to lower the total conductivity.
The results for thermal conductivity derived here
have important
consequences for the thermal X-ray visibility of neutron
stars. The
derived values are considerably less than those
calculated under zero-
field conditions. This implies that the outer
crust is a much better
thermal insulator than was heretofore believed.
Thus one would expect
that the surface temperature of a neutron
star would be less than pre-
viously believed. According to the results
of Chapters II and III,
decreasing the surface conductivity by roughly
two orders of magnitude
relative to the zero-field values results in a
decrease by a factor of
roughly 100^/^ . 3 in the expected surface
temperature at the polar cap
A detailed calculation of the transverse
thermal conductivity has not
been done, but order of magnitude estimates
give values roughly two
orders of magnitude less than that in the
parallel direction. (Trans-
verse thermal transport should be by
phonons since the electrons are
bound in the transverse direction.) This
would serve to further re-
duce the surface temperature at the
magnetic equator by roughly a fac-
tor of 10 relative to zero-field calculations.
Recalling again the
le model of Chapters II and III, much of
the surface of the star
,uld then have a significantly lower surface
temperature than was pre
simp J
wo I
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viously believed. The very complex
temperature and density behavior
of the thennal conductivity
implies that the surface temperature field
has a complex structure. One
could, for example, imagine walking
south
f.om the north magnetic pole.
As one walks south, the magnetic field
strength decreases, the directions
of the magnetic field changes, and
the surface density decreases
chaning the thermal conductivity and
hence the surface temperature in
a complex way.
The inevitable conclusion is that
not enough is Rnown of the phys-
ical conditions in the outer
crusts of neutron stars to
predict the
surface temperatures with the
necessary degree of accuracy.
Certainly
the significantly lower values
for surface thermal conductivity
calcu-
lated here would yield lower
surface temperatures. This effect
could
„ell explain why so few neutron
stars have been observed to emit
thermal X-rays.
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Figure 1
or two component slab °^-^,rrich'<''>1"
•
eeion 1 is a cylinder of radius
Rq fo whicn ^Geometry f
ness L. R g
Region 2 has r > Rq and K
104
z -0
Figure 2
The temperature T(z) for a slab of thickness
L and base temper
ature t' plotted at different distances r
from the center of the
cylinder of radius Rq for A = IQ-l, X = 0.01.
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Figure 3
cylinde? of radius for A = 10-3, A =
0.01.

109
Figure 4
The temperature T(z) for a slab of thickness L and
base temper-
ature To plotted at different distances r from
the center of the
cylinder of radius for A = 10 1, A - 0.1.
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Figure 5
T(.^ for a slab of thickness L and
base temper-
cylinde? of radius for A
= 10 ^ A - 0 . 1
.

Figure 6
1 u t-hirkness L and base temper-
cylinder of radius for A = 10 ,
A
-
i-
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Figure 7
The temperature T(z) for a slab of thickness L and base temper-
ature Tq plotted at different distances r from the center of the
cylinder of radius R„ for A = 10"^, A = 1.
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Figure 8
The temperature T(r) at the surface of a slab of thickness L out-
side of the cylinder of radius Rq plotted at a function of radius
for A =, 10-3, 10-2, iQ-l, 1 and X = 0.01.
Ol / ( J ) 1
Figure 9
The temperature T(r) at the surface of a slab of thickness L out-
side of the cylinder of radius Rq plotted as a function of radius
for A = 10-3, 10-2, iQ-l ^ 1 and A = 0.1.

Figure 10
The temperature T(r) at the surface of a slab of thickness L out-
side of the cylinder of radius Rq plotted as a function of radius
for A = 10-3, 10-2, iq-1 ^ 1 and X = 1.
122
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Figure 11
The temperature T(r) at the surface of a slab of thickness
L out-
side of the cylinder of radius Rq plotted as a function
of radius
for A = 10-3, 10-2, iq-I ^ 1 and A = 10. The curves
are, from top
to bottom, for A = 10-3, 10-2, IQ-I, 1.
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Figure 12
Illustrating the radial distance r^^i^y^ to the asymptotic temper-
ature region for an isothermal cylinder of radius Rq embedded in
a slab of thickness L. In (a), the conduction is isotropic (A=l)
and t illustrates intuitively the extent of heat flow from the
base of the cylinder. In (b) , A>1 and clearly the asymptotic
surface temperature region will be closer to the cylinder as more
thermal energy is channeled in the z direction.
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Figure 13
Illustrating the radial distance r.elax to .^^^^P^^^^i^ ,^^7"^^
ature region for an isothermal cylinder of radius
Rq embedded in
an Cotropically conducting (A=l) cylinder. In (a)
the thickness
at tie slab is I and in (b) is V where L' <L. The vector 1 in
both cases illustrates intuitively the extent of
heat flow from
the base of the cylinder. Clearly as L
decreases, r^elax "^^^
decrease.
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Figure 14
For time t <0, the temperature at the base of the slab is Tq and
the surface temperature is given by TqCI-Ho). At time t=0 , the
base temperature is changed discontinuously to T]^ = Tq +6T,
6T<<To, and is maintained at temperature T]^ . The surface tem-
perature will increase smoothly and approaches T]^(l -S^) as t
The total change in surface temperature will be 2AT. The time i
takes (ti/2) fo'^ the temperature to increase by an amount AT is
interpreted as the thermal conduction time scale.

Figure 15
The region of anisotropic thermal conduction is of thickness L
and sits atop a heat reservoir of temperature Tq. The magnetic
field ^ threads the crust at an angle <I>. The unprimed coordin-
ate system is 'oriented with the x axis horizontal, the primed
coordinate system with the x' axis along S.
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Figure 16
The distribution of surface temperature with magnetic colatitude,
labeled by Kj_ /K|| .
13A
Figure 17
An Illustration of the pulsar geometry for which one magnetic
pole is at geographic colatitude t and the line of sight to_^the
observer at colatitude 6. The rotation axis is defined by Q,.
136
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Figure 18
FWHM of the flux curve for the case of a small, hot polar cap on
an essentially zero temperature background for 'i' = 0 , 4* = G -10°,
and y =6 +10°.
138
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Figure 19
The degree of modulation, defined as maximum minus minimum divided
by minimum, of the flux curve for two hot magnetic poles set on an
effectively zero temperature background for 0 Single pulses
are obtained here for Q <45° and double pulses for 6 >45°.
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Figure 20
Synthetic flux curves that would be obtained in the Einstein
Observatory IPC when the surface temperature field is determined
by anisotropic conduction from below. Hydrogen column density
= 10^1 cm~2, 6 =4', Kj. /K|, =0, and a polar temperature of lO^K
have been asspmed. The curves are labeled by the colatitude
of the magnetic pole.
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Figure 21
Synthetic flux curves that would be obtained in the Einstein
Observatory IPC when the surface temperature field is determined
by anisotropic conduction from below. Hydrogen column density
Nh = 1021 cm-2, 6 ='i'+10°, Kj. /Kh=0, and a polar temperature of
106k have been assumed. The curves are labeled by the colatitudeT
of the magnetic pole.
14A
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Figure 22
The degree of modulation of the flux curve for anisotropic con
duction from below. Njj = lO^-'' cm"^ and Kj_ /k,, = 0 have been
assumed. The curves are labeled by the temperature of the mag
netic pole.
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Figure 23
Observations of PSR 1509-58 show this source to have a single
pulse of modulation > 5. The only acceptable combinations of
e and f then lie between the two solid curves. Requiring 6
=
m + 15° so that 'the observer is illuminated by the pulsar heac
limits the acceptable geometries to lie in the crosshatched re
gion.
148
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Figure 24
A comparison of the observed
and predicted
^^-^--^^f
1509-58 for the indicated geometries.
The smooth cur
the model predictions.
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Figure 25
A plot of log K versus log T for electron-phonon
scattering.
The curves are labeled by density: a = 5.054 x 10 gem ,
b = 10^ gcin-3, c'= 2 X 10^ gcm-3, d = 3 x 10^ gem ^
e = 5 .X 10'^ gcm~3, f = 7 x 10^ g cm ^
.
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Figure 26
A plot of log K versus log T for
electron-phonon scattering.
The curves are labeled by density: a
= 8 x 10 g cm ,
b = 9 X 10^ gcm-3 c = 105 g cm
3
,
d = 2 x 10 g cm ,
5 Icrn-^, f = 5 X 105 g cm-3, g = lO*' gem \e 3 X 10^ gem
154
Figure 27
A plot of log K vs. log p for electron-phonon
scattering for
T, = .1, .2, .5.
6
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Figure 28
A plot of log K vs. log P for
electron-phonon scattering for
T, = 1, 2, 5.
D
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Figure 29
A plot of log < vs. log P for
electron-phonon scattering for
T, = 10, 30, 100
6
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Figure 30
The
A plot of log a vs. log T
for electron-phonon scattering,
curves are labeled by density:
a
'JfJ^,^,
^°
J ^ gcm'^,
-n^ prm-3. b = 5 X 104 gem ^ d - 10^
gem
,
e
10 ge , -
f = 10° gem
^
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Figure 31
The
A plot of log K/OT vs. log T for
-^-"^-f
f ='l06g;in-3. The straight line
corresponds to the Lorentz
K _ Tf2 kg2
ratio, — = --3-—-.
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APPENDIX I
THE WAVE FUNCTIONS
For a free, non-relativistic
electron of mass and charge -e
• f -^iH R = V X 1 where 1 is the vector potential,
moving in a magnetic field B -
x A n
the Hamiltonian is
H = -i- + ^ 1)
^^^^
.,ere ^ is the usual momentum
operator. Let, the magnetic field
define
the z-direction, i.e. ?
= Be^ where is a unit vector
in the z-
direction. The gauge chosen for
the problem is the sy^netric
gauge
with
l=-|rxB '
= (-iyB,ixB,0) ^^-^
.,ere the last equation gives
the cartesian components of 1.
In this
gauge, V4 = 0, implying that the commutator
[^,p] = 0.
.Mon for the wave function ij;(r)
becomes, in
The Schrodinger equatio t
n
cylindrical coordinates (p,
z)
'
' 2m^ 9P ^ 3P p2 34,2 Sz''
,2r2 2 iBHe 3iJ^ _ n ^^^^
+ - E)^ - -2^ 3* - °
8mc
t-hP electron. Substituting
where E is the energy of
he i
1 ^ iim* ^^^^ ^^^^
^(i) = i f(u)e
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2
P ft2 _ Rc „ =0 1 2 ... the equation to solve for f(u)where u = r ,P
~eB' '
ill + 1 r_i+^_5^]£ = 0 , (A5)
2 4^ u ,2
du
^"e'' 7 ehB_
_
5Ji_). Equation (A5) is WUttaker's equa-
where a = ^ 2m c 2mJ ^
tion for the conf luent\ypergeometric equation.
The solution is
where ^F^(a,b;x) is the confluent
hypergeometric function. To get an
acceptable solution, n must be an integer
greater than or equal to 0.
with
n=-^a--2(m+l)
from which (when spin is included)
,
E =
HJ^ + (2n + 2n + m + 2s + 1) 2^r7
2m e
where n,m = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , s
= + ^ is the electron spin projection in the
Equation (A4) . For n,m integer, the
hypergeometric function^is (up to
a normalization factor) an associated
Laguerre Polynomial, L:;(n)
.
The
correctly normalized wave functions
are then
1/2
^mk^'^) - (2TTL)^/2 e™^^ 2"(n+™)!
X p e n\^2> ^
These wave functions have been
normalized on an interval of length
L in
the z-direction.
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A discussion of the proper choice of the
sign of the phase in the
angular part of the wave function is warranted.
If the minus sign is
chosen for the phase, then the energy is
infinitely degenerate in the
quantum number tn. This is appropriate for
a free gas of electrons in
a magnetic field where this degeneracy is
associated with the infinite
number of possible locations of the guiding
centers of the electron
orbits, all of which have the same energy.
For the magnetic solid in
the outer crust of a neutron star,
this degeneracy is completely broken.
The guiding center of the electron
orbit must coincide with the chain
of nuclei aligned along the magnetic
field. The breaking of this de-
generacy implies that the positive sign
should be chosen for the wave
function angular phase so that the
energy depends on m. This choice
will be adopted hereafter.
A curious mistake seemingly permeating
the literature made by
people working in this gauge concerns
the radius of the orbit of an
for n=0 given by
P
2 ,,^2 (AlO)
^ = (2m+l)p
ntly, the full result intended by
this is shown by calculation
Appare
to be
^0
? - ^ (All)
p 2 = (2n + m + m + DP
..„e .he refers asal» « .he
choree of phase i„ (A« • The .Isra.e
mentioned is rhar P„ is erro„eo„si,
ceiled rhe radius of Che orhir.
In
r„S center of rhe elecrr.h
orbir (see Johnson and Upp»an„ 19«)
and
p 2 rs a good ,nanr- n-her for a
free electron ga=. In the
context
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of a magnetic solid as discussed here,
it is devoid of physical mean-
in. Here = <P^> does have
physical meaning and is given by
s
• nm
p2 = 2(2n + m+ Dp^ • ^^l^)
nm
The quantity P^^ may then be taken
to be the average orbital radius
of an electron in state n,m where
the center of the orbit is a chain
of nuclei.
APPENDIX II
EVALUATING TRANSPORT RATES
Following Harding, Guyer, and Greenscein
(1978), when calculat-
ing momentum or energy exchange
between two coupled systems, one .ust
consider the quantity
where i refers to states of
syste. (1), i refers to states
of systen.
(2), p/l>(p/2h is the probability of
being in state i(j) for systen.
((2)), ^[^^^ =<t>i is a scalar
matrix element of system (1), and
• for ii -^i' i' • Consider perturbations
W.. is the intrinsic rate
t j J
^^^^
^
.nri that can be factored into the
form
(H') coupling systems (1) a d (2)
<iilHMi'i'> -iWiv^^hy ^"''^
a
CA -I ar& matrix elements of
where the are numerical
coefficients, (A^)^^,
A ru ^ are matrix elements of system (2)
only,
system (1) only, and i^^) ^^"^
,
To first order in perturbation
theory, one has
W =f|<i'i'|HMiPl' ME^.-E^.j,)
(^^5)
ij ->i 2 "
,
(1) + E is the sum of the
energies of the states
where E . . = t-^ j
,„„ E,uaUo„ (M3, an. cHa^inS
t.e a„e... deUa func.io. in«
a time integral leads to
_J. y w *W . /dtA+(t),,,A^(0),.,B^(t)
,B^.(0).,.
^ (A16)
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where the time development of an operator 0
is given by
-iH„t/h iHgt/h
0(0)e "
with
0(t) = e
Hq the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the
appropriate system. Sub-
stituting (A16) in (A13) gives
= y y I p/^^p/'^<t)i-*i.)W'/'^^^^'^ii'^a'^°)i'iR
h" i,j i' ,y eta
X B^(t) . ., B ,(0) ,
.
a J3 a 3 J
This may be simplified to be
.t,
(A18)
_^ I
w^\,/dt«[0(t),A;^(t)][<))(O),A^,(O)]»
h^ aa
X «B+(t) B^,(0)» ,
^^^^^
where the thermal averages are given by
«[<f)(t), A;^(t)][4)(0), A^-(0)]»
I
[<|,(t),.A^(t)]..,[*(0), A^.(0)]i,iPi^^^
i>i'
(A20)
and
+ V (2) „t - B , (0) , . • (A21)
«B^t) B„.(0)» = I Pj ^.^UJj.j
1 rhaoter IV in calculating transport
coeffi-
Equation (A19) is employed in C p
cients
.
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